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SUMMARY

The McDonnell Douglas fatigue crack growth model CNTKM8 has been used to
predict crack growth in CCT-specimens with through cracks under four different load
sequences, including a flight-by-flight sequence, and two stress levels. The predictions were
compared against experimental data. The results ranged from fairly good for the more-
structured sequences, to rather poor for the more-random sequences. Furthermore, the
experimental trend of the structured sequences giving longer crack growth lives than the
random sequences was not predicted correctly. An enhanced model was proposed, which
was also tested. The predictions of this model were more consistent with the experimental
data, and the above-mentioned experimental trend was also predicted correctly.

This report contains a detailed description of both models, including the equations
that are relevant for the case of a CCT-specimen with a through crack, and of the tests that
they were subjected to.
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NOTATION

The following list of symbols is used throughout this report. Where possible the usual notation

as found in the international literature has been sustained. Since most of the equations have been

obtained from the listing of the computer program that incorporates the McAir model [6], however, it

sometimes was more convenient to use that notation.

a half crack length in centre-cracked tension specimen

ao, half crack length at time of overload

check parameter that is used in test to decide whether Kin~oi should be updated

da/dN crack growth rate

effkr proportion of opening stress to overload in overload cycle for R = 0

fr ratio between cyclic and monotonic yield stress

KC fracture toughness

K.mAx crack tip stress intensity based on maximum cyclic stress

K.maxeff effective value for Kmnaz

Kmaxzo crack tip stress intensity based on overload (= K.,,. for CA-loading)

KTn crack tip stress intensity based on minimum cyclic stress

Kniinefr crack tip stress intensity based on opening stress in cycle

Kmirt'o! crack tip stress intensity based on underload (= Kin for CA-loading)

Nd crack growth delay (in cycles) after a single overload

R stress ratio, such as minimum over maximum stress in any cycle, though

denoted as Kmino /Kmax,ot in McAir model

wo) size of plastic zone due to overload

xCa factor that accounts for material thickness in calculation of Kmi.mcf

Xfr factor that accounts for cyclic material behaviour in calculation of Kmin,eff

xT factor that relates K 1i.,ff to stress ratio R

cx ='etardation parameter, theoretically representing material thickness;

in practice used to tune the crack growth model

13 equal to (ca + 1)/2

AK stress intensity range (Kmna - Kmin)

AKeff effective stress intensity range (Ktnax - Kmin~eff)

Oreax maximum cyclic stress

Imax,ot maximum stress in overload cycle

Uyeff effective monotonic yield stress, used in calculation of Woa to cover large

scale yielding of net section



1. INTRODUCTION

The application of crack growth predictions has been highly stimulated by the current

airworthiness requirements imposed by civil and military agencies. These requirements were initiated to

ensure the fatigue safety and durability of a fleet of aircraft. Small cracks, either pre-existing at the time

of manufacture or created by in-service conditions, are assumed to grow during the life of the aircraft.

The growth of the crack should be predictable to provide guidance for inspection programs, which

ensure that cracks will never propagate to failure prior to detection. For this purpose many crack growth

models have been devised during the last three decades. None of these models is universally accepted

however.

Finney and Machin [1] have examined four well-known load-sequence-effect models, Wheeler,

Willenborg, Modified Willenborg and a Crack Closure model, for their effectiveness in predicting

fatigue crack growth. Predictions from the models were compared against experimental crack growth

data obtained using several reconstitutions of a range-pair counted flight-by-flight fighter load sequence.

Although the Wheeler model gave reasonable results, none of the models correctly predicted the trends

in experimental crack growth among the various reconstituted sequences.

This present work describes the assessment of a fifth crack growth model, viz. the McDonnell

Douglas Contact Stress Model ('McAir model'). Essentially this model is based on the phenomenon of

crack closure at positive stress levels. Again the above mentioned variations on a fighter load sequence

have been used to estimate the accuracy of this model. The computer program that incorporates the

McAir model is fairly extensive and offers several stress intensity factor solutions and other options such

as: surface flaw, bearing stress correction for a crack at a hole and cracks with a residual stress intensity

adjustment [2]. Only the basic option of a through crack in a centre cracked specimen is examined in

this report.

2. THE MCAIR MODEL

The McAir crack growth model is based on crack closure, although it is classified as a contact

stress model by the authors. It has been observed by Elber [31 and many others that fatigue cracks

become physically closed during unloading at positive stress levels. During subsequent uploading the

fatigue cracks are only opened if the load is sufficiently high. This can be explained with the effect of

residual plasticity that is left in the wake of the crack tip as the crack grows through prior plastic zones.

A method has been developed by Dill and Saff [4,5) to determine the displacements and the plastic

deformations along the crack surfaces. In this way they were able to calculate crack closure under

constant amplitude loading as a function of the stress ratio. In the McAir model this curve is
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manipulated to obtain the minimum effective stress intensity factor, or opening stress intensity, for each

block of cycles of a variable amplitude load sequence. It is assumed then that the same effective stress

intensity range A.K., defined as the maximum stress intensity K., minus the minimum effective stress

intensity li, in a cycle, under constant amplitude loading and under variable amplitude loading will

produce the same crack extension (similarity concept).

2.1 Assumptions

Like any other crack closure model the McAir model is based on the assumption that crack growth

behaviour is controlled by displacements within the plastic zone. These displacements are affected by

crack surface contact behind the crack tip resulting from residual displacements left on the crack surface
as the crack grows through prior plastic zones. The effect of crack surface contact during a load cycle is
to restrict the change in crack opening displacements during the cycle, reducing the portion of the load

cycle effective in propagating Jhe crack [2]. With this concept crack growth retardation after overloads

and acceleration after underloads can be explained.

It is assumed that for any load cycle, the load level at which closure occurs is a function of the
highest peak load and lowest valley load which have occurred prior to that cycle. This assumption only

holds if the applied load sequence is more or less random, however, with frequent occurrence of

overloads. To provide for more-structured sequences, the 'highest' and 'lowest' load are regularly updated

as the crack grows through the zone of plasticity caused by the overload. It is also assumed that the
definition of a load cycle is unimportant, or, in other words, that it does not matter whether the minimum

cyclic load preceeds or succeeds the maximum load in the cycle. Again, this only holds for load

sequences with frequent changes in load amplitude.

Unlike most other crack growth models, it is assumed that any stress variation, no matter how

small, contributes to crack growth (provided that the maximum cyclic stress is greater than zero). In

other words, it is assumed that some plastic deformation occurs at the crack tip even when the crack is

only partially open. It is left to the user to eliminate insignificant cycles from the input load sequence.
The crack length that is used for the calculation of the stress intensity is assumed to be constant

during a block of load cycles. This implies that the number of cycles in such a block should be limited to

avoid inaccurate answers in case of highly loaded specimens.

No distinction is made between multiple and single overloads or underloads, so the effect of

multiple overloads producing more retardation than a single overload is not accounted for.

2.2 Constant Amplitude Loading

The plastic deformations left in the wake of the crack tip cause the crack to close before complete
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unloading. Under constant amplitude loading, the stress level at which this occurs is mainly a function of

the applied stress ratio R, though stress state and material properties also play a role. From advanced

analysis Dill and Saff [4,5] have derived the locus of these minimum effective stress intensity factors

Kma,.,ff. An example of such a stress ratio correction curve is given in figure 2.1. According to Dill and

Saff this curve is lower for plane strain than for plane stress, higher for cyclic strain hardening materials,

and lower for strain softening materials.

The equations that describe the stress ratio correction curve for a specific material have been

derived from the listing of computer program CNTKM8 [6]. This program is the most recent version

available to ARL of computer program CNTKSPC as described in reference [2]. According to [6) the

minimum effective stress intensity factor K ,€ff for a stress ratio R that is greater than or equal to zero

is given by:

Kmin,eff/Kmax = Xr'Xa'Xfr (forR>0) (2.1 a)

where

x = 0.46733 + 0.29401R + 0.23866R 2

xOt = I - (I- 3)(I-R)

Xfr = I - (0.756 - 0.912fr + 0.156fr2)(1 - R)

P = (cc+ 1)/2

and K,,,, is the stress intensity based on peak cyclic load. If the stress ratio is less than zero the

minimum effective stress intensity can be found with:

Kn,.eff/Kmax = effkr'eO.OSR + 0.225R (for R <0) (2.1b)

where effkr is equal to the ratio Knin.ff /K,.,. as given by equation (2.1a) for a stress ratio R that equals

zero. If equation (2.1) yield a minimum effective stress intensity Kmieeff that is lower than zero or lower

than the minimum stress intensity Ki in the current cycle, then Ki,,.,f is set equal to zero or Kin,

whichever is greater.

Parmmeter xr relates the minimum effective stress intensity to the stress ratio R. It is similar to

relations proposed by, or derived from, Elber [3], Schijve [7] and others.

Parameter x. accounts for the effect of material thickness. It depends on the retardation parameter

ct, which is input by the user and ranges from -1 (no retardation) to +1 (maximum retardation).

Theoretically, a value of zero pertains to the situation of plane strain while a value of +1 pertains to the

state of plane stress around the crack tip. In practice, however, factor a is used to tune the model.

Parameter xfr brings into account the behaviour of the material under cyclic loading. It is a function



of a•ao ft between the cyclic and monotonic yield s•trs. Cyclic strain hardening behaviour will result in

moretardation while cyclic sotning will cause less returdation. This may be rather surprising since

retardatim usually is associated with the plastic zone size, which, in its turn, is inversely proportional to

the yield smss. It should nom be forgotten however, that the outer regions of the plastic zone cover areas
that have hardly experienced reversed plasticity so the plastic zone size is principally related to the
monotonic yield stress. Crack growth, on the other hand, is controlled by displacements within the

plastic zone near the crack tip, where the material has experienced severe reversed plasticity. So crack

growth will be determined by the cyclic behaviour of the material.

The minimum effective stress intensity Kmin,eff as given by equation (2.1) is depicted in figure 2.2
as a function of R and o.. Figure 2.3 shows how Kmin,,ff varies with ratio fr. Figure 2.4 shows how the

McAir equations compare with equations proposed by Eiber [3] and Schijve [7].

2.3 Variable Amplitude Loading

The stress ratio correction curve does not represent the behaviour at the crack tip under variable

amplitude loading. The minimum effective stress intensity Kmmeff required to open the crack is not only
determined by the stress ratio of the current cycle, but it also depends heavily on the highest and lowest
load previously experienced.

Consider the simplified stress ratio correction curve of figure 2. 1. The same curve is depicted in
figure 2.5a again. In this figure, however, this curve represents the minimum effective stress intensity
that would occur if the material were subject to a constant amplitude loading with maximum stress
intensity Kmax.oi and minimum stress intensity Kmin.oi, where Kmax.oi and Kli.o. are defined by a

characteristic overload/underload combination prior to the current cycle of the actual sequence. The
definition of these loads will be dealt with later on in this chapter. To find the minimum effective stress
intensity Kmin.mff of the current load cycle, point A on the stress ratio correction curve that is associated
with the overload/undcrload combination is used as a starting point. Kmin,fe. is found by drawing a line
with tangent 0.225 to point B that corresponds with the ratio Kmin /K...,o on the abscissa, where Kin

is the minimum applied stress intensity in the current cycle. It may well happen that the resulting

minimum effective stress intensity Ki,,ff is lower than zero or lower than the minimum applied stress
intensity K..in, as is shown in figure 2.5c. In that case Kmin.crf is assumed to be equal to zero or to Kmin,
whichever is greater. It should be noted that the ordinate represents the ratio of Knin, fr and Kmax,ot, and

thus it is clear that the minimum effective stress intensity K1ir in the current cycle depends heavily
on the overload K.m,.o, that occurred before. A high overload will give a high value for Kmin,.ff. If the

tangent of line AB were zero instead of 0.225 then K in,,fr would solely be determi•icd by the

overload/undcrload combination.

The effect of the underload is illustrated with figure 2.5b. If the underload goes down from Kio,
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to Y~i0,.1', keeping K1 in and K.,axo, at the same level, then the minimum effective stress intensity

Kmin,Kff goes down from B to B'. This reflects the effect of underloads to reduce crack closure. It is

interesting to note that the tangent of the stress ratio curve for R < 0 is approximately equal to 0.225, as

can be seen in figure 2.2. This means that the actual magnitude of negative underloads does not really

matter for crack growth acceleration.

A peculiar feature of the McAir model is the introduction of a maximum effective stress intensity

, analogous to the minimum effective stress intensity K . Usually K.. is equal to the

maximum stress intensity that occurs in a cycle, as one would expect. If the overload is much higher

than this maximum cyclic stress, however, Kma,rcef is calculated such that the effective stress intensity

range AKff in the cycle becomes equal to 0.225 (Kn• - K.i), where K and Kni. are the actual

cyclic stresses. In this way sustained crack arrest due to high overloads never occurs.

2.3.1 Definition of Ovcrload and Underload

As already outlined the closure stress for a particular load cycle is mainly determined by a

characteristic overload and underload which have occurred prior to that cycle. These loads are regularly

updated as the crack grows through the plastic zone caused by the overload. The overload is adjusted to

the maximum load in the current cycle if (1) the crack has grown through the plastic zone caused by the

previous overload, or (2) the maximum stress intensity in a cycle exceeds the value of a variable named

check. This variable is a function of the previous overload, the size of the associated plastic zone wol and

crack length a,,, and the current crack length a. This is shown in figure 2.6, which was derived from

reference [6]. Also indicated in this figure, for comparison, is the stress intensity factor necessary to

create a plastic zone that extends beyond the plastic zone as created by the previous overload. This curve

was derived by assuming that the size of the plastic zone due to some arbitrary load is proportional to

K2, where K is the stress intensity associated with this load (see equation (2.2) in the next section).

In both above-mentioned cases the underload is updated as well. Apparently the physical reasoning

behind this is that an overload erases the material's memory. The underload is also adjusted to the

minimum load in the current cycle when the minimum stress intensity in a cycle is lower than the stress

intensity Kmin.ol that is associated with the previous underload. In short:

Kmx.ol is adjusted to K,,, when 1. a > aol + w.,

2. Km.,, > check

KIinoi is adjusted to Kin when 1. a > a'l + Wol

2. Kn. > check

3. Kin " Kin..o
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The above set of criteria is summarized in figure 2.7, which shows a very simple flow diagram of

the McAir model. The notation is the same as used throughout the computer program, and is explained

in appendix A. Again, only the case of a through crack in a CCT-specimen is considered.

2.3.2 Thickness Effect

In theory the retardation parameter a accounts for the stress state aound the crack tip. A value of

+1 would pertain to thin sheet material and a value of zero to thick specimens. Factor cc asserts its

influence in two ways. First of all a determines the locus of the stress ratio correction curve, as is clear

from equation (2.1) and from figure 2.2. This means that a affects crack growth under both constant and

variable amplitude loading. Secondly factor a, determines the size of the plastic zone ahead of the crack

tip. This directly affects crack growth after an overload, since the effect of an overload does not vanish

until the crack has grown through the associated plastic zone.

To determine the importance of the stress ratio correction curve, we will first consider the case of

no-load-interaction during spectrum crack growth. In that case the stress ratio correction curve is solely

used to account for the stress ratio effect on the opening stress. The effect of a on crack growth need not

necessarily be very large then, although the range of curves in figure 2.2 suggests otherwise. This has to

do with the way the McAir model treats the material crack growth curve. Starting point is the da/dN-AK

curve for a stress ratio R of zero, which must be input by the user of the model. The tabulated AK-
values are then transformed to AKff- values with the help of equation (2.1), where the effective stress

intensity range AKeff is equal to K.ma, minus Kmin,.ff. It is obvious from figure 2.2 that lower AKeff-

values will be obtained for thin material (a = 1) than for thick material (a = 0). During the subsequent

crack growth calculation AK1ff is calculated for each block of cycles. Again it is obvious that lower

values for AKuff will be obtained for thin material than for thick material. The associated da/dN - value

then is found by interpolation in the previously obtained da/dN -AKeff table. Because factor a affects

both the input crack growth data and the stress intensity range due to an applied load cycle, the resulting

effect on stress ratio correction is quite small. This is illustrated with the following example. Consider

the fictitious though realistic da/dN - AK data set as listed in the table below:

da/dN (AK)R, AK__ff

[m/cycle] [NMPam] ct = 0 a = 1

1-10"9 3.0 2.0 1.6
3.10.6 30.0 20.0 16.0
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The flat two columns represent the input data for a stress ratio of zero while the last two columns

rqXMW do associated AKlt values for two extremes or factor a as calculated with equation (2.1 a).

with tub fr equal to one. Now consider an arbitrary loed cycle with a stress ratio R of 0.5 and a stress

intensity runp AK of 15.0 MWam. Application of equation (2.1a) to this value yields an effective stress

intensity range AKff of 12.74 MPaf4m for a equal to zero and 9.78 MPa4m for a equal to one

respectively. Interpolation in the respective AKeff-columns of the above table, using the logarithnm. of

the listed values as is usual, finally yields a growth rate da/dN of 6.3.1M7 m/cycle for a equal to zero and

5.5.10"r m/cycle for a equal to one respectively. The difference between the calculated growth rates

amounts to 13%. which is relatively small considering the fairly large spread between the stress ratio

curves for the two extremes of factor a (see figure 2.2). It can thus be concluded that it does not matter

much what value for a is used when correlating constant amplitude crack growth under arbitrary stress

ratio to crack growth data for a stress ratio of zero, as long as factor a is applied consistently. If this is

not the case large errors should be expected.

An interesting consequence of the large spread between the various stress ratio correction curves is

that the McAir model predicts different constant amplitude crack growth behaviour for thin specimens

and thick specimens. Consider again the material crack growth curve for a stress ratio of zero that is

given by the table above. Suppose this curve has been derived from tests on a thin specimen, so that the

effective stress intensity range is given by the last column of this table. Now let us apply this crack

growth curve to a thick specimen that is subjected to constant amplitude loading with a stress ratio equal

to zero and a stress intensity range AK of 3.0 MPalm. The effective stress intensity range AKeff then can

be found with equation (2.1a), using a value for a of zero, and is equal to 2.0 MWa'/m. Interpolation,

using the logarithm of the listed values of the last and first column respectively, yields a crack growth

rate daidN of 2.2.10"', while a value of 1.0I10-' would have been obtained for a thin specimen. It is not

clear from publications whether such a large difference is realistic or not, but it is clear that care should

be taken when choosing a crack growth curve for a specific problem.

Regarding variable amplitude loading, both the locus of the stress ratio correction curve and the

size of the plastic zone are of importance. The equation that is used for the plastic zone size w,1 due to

an overload Km..o is:

Wo, :f) (2.2)'

where

= (a+1)W2

and Ty.eff is some :ffectivc monotonic yield stress by which large scale net -ection yielding is accounted

(or. At lower strc.s• levels (Yff is approximately equal to the monotonic yield stress, while its value
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drops drastically when the applied stress approaches the monotonic yield stress. This is shown in figure

2.8. Equation (2.2) yields a plastic zone size that is twice as large under plane strain as under plane

stress. Usually this ratio is assumed to be equal to three [8]. It was already discussed in section 2.3.1 that

in the case of a load sequence with infrequent changes in load amplitude the effect of an overload does

not vanish until the crack has grown through the associated plastic zone. Thus the thickness of a

specimen will play an important role in the process of crack growth retardation after an overload. This

effect is promoted by the dependence of the minimum effective stress intensity Kmmeff in an overload

cycle (which is given by the stress ratio correction curve) on parameter a. The higher the value of a, or

the smaller the specimen thickness, the higher the minimum effective stress intensity in the overload

cycle, and thus the smaller the effective stress intensity range AKf in subsequent cycles.

2.3.3 Examples

Two examples of the definition of overloads and underloads are given in figure 2.9. The

consecutive overloads and underloads are indicated with arrows. The approximate location of the

minimum effective stress intensity is indicated with a small cross. The initial overload/underload

combination is determined by the first cycle, which is self-evident. According to the above criteria the

second cycle in figure 2.9a yields a new overload, since the maximum stress intensity associated with

this cycle will exceed the value of variable check (see figure 2.6). As a consequence a new underload is

defined as well, since this is always coupled to the definition of a new overload. At the third cycle

nothing happens. Even the minimum effective stress intensity remains the same, since Kmin equals

Kminoi. The fourth cycle yields a new underload and the minimum effective stress intensity goes down

as a consequence. The fifth cycle is dominated by the combination of the cycle 2 overload and the cycle

4 underload. The minimum effective stress intensity is higher than that of the fourth cycle, but it will not

become as high as the minimum effective stress intensity of the third cycle.

The coupling of the definition of underloads to the definition of overloads can be rather loose in

certain situations. This is illustrated in figure 2.9b. The effect of the severe underload at the second cycle

is immediately cancelled out by the overload at the third cycle, which is not very realistic.

It should be noted that the McAir model does not explicitly bring into account the effect of

multiple overloads producing more retardation than a single overload. This effect can only be arbitrarily

accounted for by tuning the model with retardation parameter Ca. It should also be noted that the effect of

delayed retardation after a high overload is not included in the model.
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3. ASSESSMENT OF THE MCAIR MODEL

3.1 Experiments

To assess the McAir model use has been made of experimental data described in references [1] and

[9]. These data were obtained from tests using several reconstitutions of a flight-by-flight fighter load

sequence. This sequence was that used in fatigue testing a Mirage I11O wing. It is typical of that for a

fighter aircraft, covering 500 flights and consisting of 108,920 turning points. The maximum load

corresponds to 7.5 g. Cycles in this sequence were counted using the range-pair method, giving a table

of numbers corresponding to various peak-trough combinations. For the present work the original flight-

by-flight sequence plus three artificial reconstitutions of this sequence were used: Two more-structured

sequences were supposed to promote and retard crack growth. The acceleration sequence aimed at

shortening of crack growth life, while the retardation sequence was developed to produce the longest

possible crack growth life. These two sequences are shown in figure 3.1. The fourth reconstitution, the

random sequence, was generated in a more or less random way. All sequences used returned the same

range-pair table when counted. Information about the way these load sequences were generated can be

found in reference [1].

Centre-cracked specimens of A7-U4SG-T651 aluminium alloy (equivalent to US alloy 2214) were

tested under each of the four sequences described above. The specimens measured 12 mm x 80 mm x

300 mm, with a central spark-machined slit 0.015 mm wide by 12 mm in length. The specimens were

pre-cycled to a crack length of 13.2 mm. The average test frequency was 5.5 Hz, and two gross-area

stress levels of 11.09 and 17.00 MPa/g were employed to yield a range of test lives. More details about

the specimens and the test procedures can be found in references [9] and [10].

The test results are presented in figure 3.2, which has been obtained from reference [1]. A

remarkable result is that the acceleration sequence yielded the longest crack growth life under both stress

levels. Furthermore, the differences in crack growth lives between those under the acceleration and the

retardation sequences and also between those under the random and f-b-f sequences were quite small.

Crack growth under the more-structured sequences (acceleration and retardation), however, is

significantly slower than under the less-structured more-fluctuating sequences (random and f-b-f). The

maximum difference in average crack growth lives was between those under the acceleration and

random sequences and was an average of 1.59:1 at the stress level of 11.09, MPa/g, and 1.51:1 at 17.0

MPa/g.

3.2 Constant Amplitude Data

The McAir model assumes that the constant amplitude da/dN -AK curve that is input by the user is
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for a stress ratio of zero. Only experimental data for stress ratio's -0.7, 0.2 and 0.7 were available for the

A7-U4SG-T651 aluminium alloy however [11]. To overcome this problem an equation due to Schijve

[7] was used to define an effective AK in such a way that it correlates all the experimental data

available. This equation had already been applied successfully in the past at ARL. It can be written as:

AKf = (0.55 + 0.35R + O.1R 2)AK (3.1)

This equation is represented in figure 2.4 by the 'Schijve (1)' - curve. Essentially this equation is similar

to equation (2.1). Equation (3.1) showed better correlation between the constant amplitude data,

however. With equation (3.1) the three sets of experimental data were transformed to one set of R = 0

data. Using logarithmic scales a straight line was fitted through these data. This resulted in the following

material curve, which is valid for crack growth rate in m/cycle and stress intensity in Paqm:

log(da/dN) = 3.7162 log(AK) - 33.158 (forR = 0) (3.2)

Two curves were added to this straight line to account for the growth rates outside the AK data limits.

These curves were fitted in a rather arbitrary way, taking care however that the tangent of these curves at

the AK data limits was equal to the tangent of the straight line through the data. The threshold value of

the effective AK was taken to be 0.80 MPalm with da/dN equal to 10"I m/cycle, and the fracture

toughness was taken as 48.6 MPa'im with da/dN equal to 1.0 m/cycle. These values were obtained from

reference [10]. The resulting crack growth curve is shown in figure 3.3. The tabulated data are given in

table 1. Table 2 gives the static properties of the material used. These data were obtained from

references [10] and [12].

3.3 Predictions

Crack growth was predicted using the McAir model and the four sequences described in section

3.1, for the two stress scaling levels of 11.09 and 17.0 MPa/g. The da/dN-AK data of table 1 and the

static properties of table 2 were used. It was not clear what value for the input parameter ct should be

used. Given the relatively large specimen thickness of 12 mm, a value of zero seemed appropriate since

this value theoretically pertains to the situation of plane strain around the crack tip. Using various values

for a showed that much lower values yielded better predictions, especially for the stress scaling level of

11.09 MPa/g. It was felt that nothing is proved by getting excellent predictions due to an input parameter

that was manipulated to suit experimental results. Therefore it was decided, rather arbitrarily, to use an

uI value of -0.2 for both stress levels, as a compromise between experiment and theory. The computer

program CNT"SHR, a modified version of the originally available computer program CNTKM8 [61, was
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used for the calculations. This program is described in appendix A.

Predicted crack growths are shown in figure 3.4 for the four sequences and the two stress levels

examined. In figure 3.5 the predictions from the McAir model are compared against the experimental

crack growth data. This figure also shows the predictions for the unretarded or no-load-interaction-case.

These latter predictions were made using a simple computer program that employed equation (3.1) to

account for the stress ratio effect in each cycle. It would also have been possible to use computer

program CNT8SHR, or CNTKM8, to make predictions for the unretarded case by inputting a value of -I

for a. This would not have yielded the same results however, since no correction for the stress ratio is

made if a equals -1 and all cycles are treated as if the stress ratio were zero.

Table 3 summarizes the predicted crack growth lives for various values of retardation parameter aL.

The predictions for the unretarded case are also listed. Note the difference between these latter

predictions and the predictions with ax equal to -1. Table 4 essentially contains the same information as

table 3, except that the predicted crack growth lives are presented as a percentage of the experimental

crack growth life. In table 5 the predicted crack growth lives are compared against predictions made

with three other crack growth models: the Wheeler model, the Willenborg model and the Modified

Willenborg model. The numbers between brackets denote the predicted crack growth lives as a

percentage of the experimental life. These data were obtained from reference [1]. The data are listed in

the order of increasing predicted crack growth lives.

Several observations follow from the predicted data. Table 4 shows that predictions for the

unretarded case were always less than experimental lives, the difference for the more-random sequences

at the lower stress level being quite small, however. For these sequences at this stress level ihe

predictions with the McAir model, with a equal to -0.2, yielded poor results. The crack growth lives for

these cases were grossly over-estimated by a factor of two. An interesting detail is that even with a value

for a as low as -1 the crack growth life is still over-estimated. The crack growth lives for the more-

structured sequences at the lower stress level were predicted very well. The maximum deviation from

the experimental results was I 1%. The predictions over the whole range of sequences at the higher stress

level were fairly good. The maximum difference between predicted and experimental lives, using a

proportion greater than one, is 1.39:1 for the acceleration sequence. It should be realized that these

results are highly affected by the value for input parameter a. Apparently the value of -0.2 is very

satisfactory for the stress scaling level of 17.0 MPa/g. For the stress level of 11.09 ?vPa/g a lower value

for a would be more appropriate to get a better average result over the whole range of load sequences.

For reasons mentioned before no attempt has been made to optimize ac for this stress level however. In

that respect the ranking of the predictions with the McAir model in table 5 should not be taken too

absolutely.

Obtaining reasonable crack growth predictions may be important for normal engineering purposes,

but whether or not the right trend is predicted is of much more importance when assessing a crack
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growth model. In that respect it is interesting to compare the various predictions among themselves.

Figure 3.4 shows that a longer crack growth life was predicted for the acceleration sequence than for the

retardation sequence, though the difference is quite small. This is in agreement with the experimental

data, as can be appreciated from figure 3.2. Comparison between the results for the more-random

sequences also shows a good correlation between experimental and predicted trend. However,

experimentally the acceleration sequence gave the longest crack growth life and the random sequences

gave the shortest. Yet the McAir model predicted the reverse at both stress levels, as can be seen in

figure 3.4. According to reference [1] the Wheeler model, the Willenborg model and the Modified

Willenborg model showed the same behaviour.

3.4 Thickness Effect

It has been reported by various authors that the specimen thickness seriously affects the fatigue

crack growth behaviour under variable amplitude loading, crack growth lives for thicker material being

systematically shorter. Schijve (13] has given an overview of published results of flight simulation tests.

He found differences of up to a factor 6.2 between the crack growth lives of thick and thin specimens,

though the variation of this factor was large. Revill et al. [14] tested the effect of a single overload on

subsequent crack growth behaviour in 2024-T3 aluminium. They found that the resulting delay in crack

growth Nd was greater by a factor of 8.5 for 1.6 mm thick specimens than for 6.4 mm thick specimens.

The magnitude of Nd depends on various factors like the magnitude of overload and subsequent cyclic

loading, as can be appreciated from figure 3.6. This figure is due to De Koning and was obtained from

reference [15]. It is clear that the delay of crack growth becomes significantly larger with increasing

overload.

To check whether the McAir model correctly predicts the trend in experimental crack growth of

thin specimens giving a longer delay after a single overload than thick specimens, a systematic analysis

has been performed involving variation of retardation parameter a, representing specimen thickness, and

overload K. 1,xo. No attempt has been made to reproduce the experimental data as published in

references [14] and [15]. Only the simple case of a through crack in an infinite sheet under R = 0

loading has been considered. The material data as described in section 3.2 have been used. The crack

dimension ao, at the time of the overload was 12.73 mm, and the maximum stress ,max in the cycles

following the overload was 50.0 MPa. Factor a ranged from -0.4 to +1.0, with an increment of 0.2, and

the overload ratio amaxoln/max ranged from 1.05 to 2.95, where 'max.oI is the maximum stress in the

overload cycle.

The results of the calculations are presented in figure 3.7. Eight curves are shown in this figure,

each representing the crack growth delay period Nd as a function of the overload ratio for a specific

value of a. Several observations follow from these curves. The most striking feature of the curves is
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their shape. The first part of each curve resembles a parabola, just like the curve of figure 3.6. Each

curve, however, sharply bends down at a certain overload ratio to continue in a much straighter way.

This even applies to the curve that is associated with a = -0.4, though for this curve the kink falls outside

the figure. The explanation is fairly simple and lies in the definition of the maximum effective stress

intensity Km..,eff. This stress intensity is normally equal to K,.. With increasing overload the effective

stress intensity range AK• (= K .d -K ff) in the subsequent cycles will decrease, and at some

point it will happen that AKff in the subsequent cycles becomes lower than 0.225AK. In that case

Kmal.eff is calculated such that 6Kdf becomes equal to 0.225AK, irrespective of the magnitude of the

overload. In this way sustained crack arrest is avoided and the crack will always grow through the plastic

zone due to the overload. Since K.,,ff for a certain overload ratio increases with increasing Ct, as can

be deduced from figure 2.2 and equation (2.1), the kink in the curve will occur at lower overload levels

for higher values of factor a.

It is not clear whether the second part of each curve represents the actual behaviour of a fatigue

crack after a high overload. Evidence exists [16] that sustained crack arrest never occurs and that a

fatigue crack always will grow further, however slow. This may explain why the authors of the McAir

model introduced a minimum effective stress intensity range, though the value of 0.225AK seems

somewhat artificial and may in practice depend on the specimen thickness as well.

If we disregard the effect of the minimum effective stress intensity range and only look at the first

part of the curves, it is immediately clear that a thinner specimen (higher ct) will show a much longer

delay period after an overload than a thick specimen. Comparing the curves for ca = 0 and a = I it is

found that the difference between the predictions ranges from 3:1 for an overload ratio of 1.3 to 9:1 for

an overload ratio of 1.7. This seems in agreement with the experimental results quoted before.

3.5 Discussion

The crack growth predictions for the structured sequences were quite satisfactory. A reasonable

value for the retardation parameter a (that is, a value close to zero) yielded reasonable predictions. This

is not true for the random sequences however. For both stress levels the McAir model over-estimated the

crack growth lives. Even a value of- I for ca could not remedy this for the lower stress level. In fact, the

experimental crack growth lives under the random load sequences at the stress level of 11.09 MPa/g

were quite close to the no-load-interaction predictions, as can be appreciated from figure 3.5a. This

effect was already observed by Schijve [171. He found that load sequence effects only occur when

changes in load amplitude are infrequent. In case of frequent load changes, the effect of overloads

apparently is cancelled out immediately by frequently occurring underloads. This raises the question

whether the effect of underloads is sufficiently being accounted for in the McAir model.

In the previous section the physical significance of the retardation parameter cc is emphasised. The
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lower the value for a, or the larger the specimen thickness, the shorter the crack growth delay after a

single overload. This is entirely in accordance with experimental results. On the other hand, the results

of the crack growth predictions suggest that the required value for a also depends on the stress scaling

level. Higher stress levels tend to require a higher value for this parameter. This illustrates the fact that it

is necessary to use this factor as a tuning parameter in practice.

The assumption of the crack being stationary during a block of cycles has little effect on predicted

crack growth life. As an example the crack growth life under the retardation sequence was calculated

cycle-by-cycle for the no-load-interaction case. This sequence was the one with the fewest, and thus

largest, blocks. The result is presented as a footnote in table 3. Compared with the 'normal' prediction

the difference only amounted 3 %. Apparently the number of cycles in the blocks was still small enough

to give sufficiently accurate results.

4. ENHANCED CRACK CLOSURE MODEL

Although the McAir model predicted the crack growth lives under the structured sequences quite

well, the results for the random sequences were fairly disappointing. Even more bothering was the fact

that the experimental trend of the structured sequences giving the longest crack growth lives was not

predicted correctly. It was felt that this was caused by the twofold combination of poor modelling of the

undcrloads and inaccurate calculation of the effective stress intensity range during an overload cycle.

This will be explained in the next paragraphs. To check this hypothesis a new model, the 'ARL model',

was devised which finally resulted in computer program ARLECC (ARL Enhanced Crack Closure

model). This present chapter describes the actual model, while the computer program is described and

listed in appendix B.

4.1 Actual Model

In conception the ARL model is very similar to the McAir model. The definition of overloads and

underloads is nearly tie same, and the handling of the stress ratio correction curve to obtain the

minimum effective stress intensity in a cycle is practically equivalent. The retardation parameter a has

also been maintained, and is to be used in the same way. The main difference lies in the handling of the

load sequence, the ARL model incorporating a cycle-by-cycle calculation, and the calculation of the

minimum effective stress intensity in a cycle. Furthermore a number of details has changed, such as the

calculation of the plastic zone size under plane strain.
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4.1.1 Constant Amplitude Loading

In principle, equation (2.1) can be used to correlate constant amplitude crack growth data for

various values of stress ratio R. Applying these equations to the available da/dN - AK curves for the

A7-U4SG-T651 aluminium alloy, however, yielded fairly poor results. This was already discussed in

section 3.2. For this reason it was decided to employ another equation for the stress ratio correction

curve. Two promising alternatives were available, both due to Schijve [7]. They are depicted in

figure 2.4. These equations had already been shown to correlate experimental data very well. According

to reference [18], the first one, denoted with 'Schijve(1)' and given by equation (3.1), gave the best

results when applied to a particular set of constant amplitude data. The difference between the two

equations was minimal, however. Since the second equation shows a more pronounced behaviour for

negative R-values, as can be appreciated from figure 2.4, it was decided to employ this equation for the

ARL model. It can be written as:

AI~ff = (0.55 + 0.33R + 0.12R2) AK (4.1)

Strictly speaking this equation is only valid for 2024-T3 aluminium alloy, since it was the result of

regression analysis performed on a set of crack growth data for this material. According to reference [7],

equation (4.1) may also be applied to 7075-T6 aluminium. In order to make this expression more

generally applicable, and also to make use of the McAir experience on this subject, it was decided to

incorporate correction factor xf, of equation (2.1a) into the ARL model as well. This factor is to bring

into account the behaviour of the material under cyclic loading. It is governed by the ratio fr between

the cyclic and monotonic yield stress. According to reference [121, this ratio is approximately equal to

1.12 for both the 2024-T3 and the 7075-T6 aluminium alloy. To obtain a value of one for correction

factor xfr when applied to these two materials, this value of 1.12 was used to normalize the ratio fr. The

expression for the stress ratio correction curve as used for the ARL model then became:

Km'ncef /Kmax = xr. xfr (4.2)

where

xr = 0.45 + 0.22R + 0.21R 2 + 0.12R 3

xfr = I - (0.756 - 0.912fr' + 0.156fr' 2)(1 - R)

fr' = fr/1.12

The expression for x, was simply derived from equation (4.1).

It may seem rather strange that parameter xr has been included in equation (4.2), while parameter
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xa of equation (:.1) is not employed. In section 2.3.2 it was shown that the latter parameter may give

rise to large differences in crack growth rate when used to transform thin specimen constant amplitude

data to thick specimen data, and vice versa. It is not clear whether this is realistic or not. Publications on

the effect of thickness on crack growth rate are sometimes contradictory, even when due to the same

author [13,19]. This is why parameter x,, was not included in the ARL model, though a deeper

investigation may be worthwhile.

It must be noted here that the growth rate curve for the A7-U4SG-T651 aluminium alloy, described

in section 3.2, was not corrected for the cyclic yield stress. The only reason for this is, that the growth

rate curve was derived before much was known about the McAir model.

4.1.2 Variable Amplitude Loading

As for variable amplitude loading, the ARL model differs from the McAir model on two important

points. The first point concerns a peculiarity that is inherent to the way in which load blocks are handled

by the McAir model. The second point concerns the minimum effective stress intensity in a load cycle in

relation to the overload/underload combination that occurred prior to that particular load cycle.

The first point is best explained from figure 4.1. This figure shows a lo-hi stress sequence that

consists of two load blocks. The dashed line indicates the minimum effective stress intensity in a cycle.

Since the McAir model operates on blocks rather than on individual cycles, the minimum effective stress

intensity will be constant within a block and the effective stress intensity range AKeff of the first cycle of

the block will be as indicated in the upper part of figure 4.1. This behaviour is not very realistic,

however, for the material will not 'feel' that a new block of cycles has started until point A is reached.

The situation that is depicted in the lower part of figure 4.1 seems more realistic, and was therefore

adopted for the ARL model. For this purpose the minimum effective stress intensity Knin,eff, and also

the crack increment Aa for that matter, is calculated cycle-by-cycle in the ARL model. The effective

stress intensity range AKeff then is calculated as the maximum stress intensity K,., in the current cycle

minus the minimum effective stress intensity in the previous cycle,

This procedure may seem rather trivial if very structured sequences are considered with many load

cycles per block. It does not really matter then how accurately the effective stress intensity range in the

first cycle of each block is calculated. This is not true if crack growth is mainly caused by overloads,

however, since they are most likely grouped in small blocks. In that case inaccurate calculation of the

effective stress intensity in the first cycle may well affect the overall result. In that respect table 6 is of

much interest. This table shows the contribution of overloads to crack growth for the load sequences that

were used in testing the McAir model. The number of overloads as a percentage of the total number of

cycles is also listed. For reasons of convenience this table was produced using the ARL model. This does

not matter much, however, since the definition of overloads in both models is practically identical. Each
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time two figures are listed, indicating a range of values that is covered while the crack grows. The first

figure describes the situation just after crack growth started, and the second figure is associated with the

critical crack length. The first figure is more important, since it describes about 80% of the crack growth

life. For instance, the contribution of overloads to crack growth for the f-b-f sequence with a stress level

of 11.09 MPa/g started at 9% and went up slowly to 12% at 80% of the crack growth life, and only after

that it quickly went up to 25% at failure. It may seem rather strange that the relative number of

overloads should vary with the crack length. It must be realized, however, that a new overload is defined

when the crack has grown through the plastic zone due to the previous overload. Since the plasic zone

size is proportional to K...2, and crack growth approximately to AK4 , it is not surprising that the

relative number of overloads increases with increasing crack length. From table 6 it can be concluded

that crack growth under the retardation sequence is dominated by overloads, while overloads play a

moderately important role under the remaining sequences. Thus, the new approach of using the

minimum effective stress intensity of the previous cycle when calculating AKeff seems justified.

The second point on which the ARL model differs from the McAir model regarding variable

amplitude loading, is best explained from figure 4.2. This figure is equivalent to figure 2.5, which

applies to the McAir model. For a specific material, the minimum effective stress intensity in the current

cycle is only a function of the previous overload/underload combination, as opposed to the McAir

model, where the minimum effective stress intensity is also a function of the current stress ratio. The

difference in result when applying both models to a certain load sequence is also indicated in figure 4.2.

According to the McAir model, the minimum effective stress intensity in the cycles following an

overload will go up with increasing stress ratio, while the ARL model will predict the minimum

effective stress intensity to remain constant. It is not obvious why the designers of the McAir model

have decided to make the minimum effective stress intensity a function of the stress ratio of the cmrrent

cycle. There is no apparent physical argument for this, though the reason may have been to avoid the

maximum effective stress intensity range AKeff to become greater than the nominal stress intensity range

AK in a cycle. In the ARL model this is avoided by including an 'if-statement' in the computer code that

sets AKff equal to AK whenever the latter is exceeded. An exception to this rule is the first cycle of a

block, as is explained in figure 4.3. It may be clear from comparison of figures 2.5 and 4.2 that the effect

of underloads is more emphasised by the ARL model than by the McAir model.

Overloads and underloads in the ARL model are updated in the same way as described in section

2.3.1 for the McAir model. Two minor differences are that (I) the update criterion check is given by the

dashed line in figure 2.6, and (2) the size of the plastic zone due to an overload is given by:

w.= (•/)(Kntnio/y efr)2  (4.3)

where
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0.333 + 0.5a + 0.167a2

In this way the plastic zone under plane strain is three times larger than under plane stress. According to

reference (8]. from which equation (4.3) was derived (except for , which was obtained from [6]),

this is more common than the factor of two that is used in the McAir model. The equation for 03 simply

evolved from the desire that a value for a of zero corresponds to plane stress, a value of one to plane

strain, and a value of minus one to minimum retardation (03=0), as is also the case for the McAir model.

It should be realized that factor a (and 0 for that matter) is only used for the calculation of the plastic

zone size, while the McAir model also applies this factor in the determination of Kin,,ff, as can be

appreciated from equation (2.1).

Unlike the McAir model, the ARL model does not incorporate a maximum effective stress intensity

factor. This implies that sustained crack arrest after a high overload can occur, as far as the ARL model

is concerned. Like the McAir model, the ARL model does not distinguish between single and multiple

overloads.

4.2 Predictions

Crack growth was predicted using program ARLECC and the four sequences described in section

3.1, for the two stress scaling levels of 11.09 and 17.00 MPa/g. Again the material properties of tables 1

and 2 were used. Given the rather large specimen thickness a value of zero was used for input parameter
a.

Predicted crack growths are shown in figure 4.4 for the four sequences and the two stress levels

examined. In figure 4.5 the predictions from the ARL model are compared against the experimental

crack growth data. This figure also shows the predictions for the unretarded or no-load-interaction case.

These latter predictions were made using the associated option of program ARLECC. This option

involved the use of equation (4.2) to account for the stress ratio effect in each cycle. The predicted crack
growth lives are summarized in tables 7 and 8, which are equivalent to tables 3 and 4 for the McAir

model. In principle, the corresponding values of the no-load-interaction predictions in tables 3 and 7

should be equal. Since the ARL model calculates crack growth cycle-by-cycle, and because this model

incorporates a different stress ratio correction curve, the results differ slightly however.

The crack growth lives were predicted quite well for both stress levels. The maximum difference
between predicted and experimental lives is 1.28:1 for the random sequence at a stress level of 11.09

MPa/g, and 1.39:1 for the acceleration sequence at 17.00 MPa/g. Apparently the theoretical value of

zero for input parameter a was very appropriate, hence no sensitivity analysis of predicted crack growth

to ca was undertaken. The most important observation, however, is that the experimental trend of the

structured sequences giving tde longest crack growth lives was predicted correctly. As such, the ARL
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model is superior to other models examined so far.

To check whether the ARL model predicts the experimental trend of thin specimens showing a

longer delay in crack growth after a single overload than thick specimens, computer program ARLECC

was used to analyze the configuration that is described in section 3.4. Again a single overload was

considered, followed by constant amplitude R = 0 loading with a maximum cyclic stress amx of 50 MPa.

Only two values for a were considered, namely zero and one.

The results of the calculations am presented in figure 4.6. The corresponding results from the

McAir model are also included in this figure. Again the expe-imental trend is predicted correctly. The

delay period Nd after an overload is approximately three times longer for thin specimens (a = 1) than for

thick specimens (t = 0). This value is directly related to the difference in plastic zone sizes, since the

stress ratio correction curve does not change with factor a. Unlike the McAir model, the ARL model

predicts sustained crack arrest after very high overloads. The shut-off ratio amaxoi/cmax at which this

occurs can be derived from equation (4.2) and is given by:

(aCm1 olCr/amsx)hut.off - (4.4)
Xr'Xfr

Equation (4.4) is independent of factor a. For the current example this equation yields a shut-off ratio of

2.54. According to figure 4.6. however, overload ratios greater than two already give very long delay

periods. It is interesting to note that the shut-off ratio in figure 3.6 is equal to approximately 2.7. This

supports the ARL model, although a different material under slightly different conditions was considered

in this figure.

In the McAir model the stress ratio correction varies with the specimen thickness, whereas this

curve is independent of a in the ARL model. Together with the difference in calculation of the plastic

zone size, compare equations (2.2) and (4.3). this explains the difference between the McAir curves and

the ARL curves in figure 4.6. The 'straight' part of the McAir curves was already explained in section

3.4.

4.3 DMcaion

For both stress levels examined. the predictions from the ARL model were quite good. Apparently

the theoretical value of zero for input parameter a was quite appropriate. The experimental trend of the

stnuciured sequences giving longer crack growth lives was predicted correctly. The effect of specimcn

thickneis on spectrum cack growth. as described in the literature, was also predicted correctly.

C.omparison of tahl.bc 3 and 7 shows that the results from the McAir model and the ARL model

diffet mainly for the morc.rand(om _.,ucnccs, the ARL. rcsulLs btying only about 58 % of the

clyrretpordng McAir resulti. T1i0 i% mainly cauisd by the more pronounced effect of underloads on
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crack growth in the ARL model. It is true that the ARL model differs on more points from the McAir

model, but it can be made plausible that these points are not very important in explaining the difference

in results from the two models. Firstly, the ARL model uses the minimum effective stress intensity of

the previous cycle to calculate the effective stress intensity range in the current cycle, as shown in figure

4.1. It was argued in section 4.1.2 that this is only important if crack growth is mainly determined by

overloads that occur in small blocks of only a few cycles. It was shown that this was not the case for the

random and the f-b-f sequence. For these sequences, overloads only determined about 10 to 20 % of

crack growth, depending on the stress level. This is not enough to explain the large differences between

the results from the two models. In fact, only crack growth under the retardation sequence was mainly

determined by overloads, see table 6, but these overloads were mainly grouped in large blocks, as can be

appreciated from figure 3.lb.

Secondly, the ARL model employs a different stress ratio correction curve, together with a

different equation for the plastic zone size. From figure 4.6 it follows that for a thick specimen the ARL

model predicts more crack growth delay after a single overload than the McAir model. This indicates

that the use of the new stress ratio correction curve, together with the different equation for plastic zone

size, gives rise to more crack growth retardation in thick specimens under variable amplitude loading

instead of less. as suggested by the difference between tables 3 and 7. This leaves the difference in

modelling of the underloads as the only explanation why the ARL model gave better results than the

McAir model. It was already shown in table 3 that the assumption of the crack being stationary during a

load block had little effect on the accuracy of the results.

S. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be drawn from the previous sections, which tested the McAir

model against experimental crack growth that covered several sequences and two sfress scaling levels. It

must be realized that these conclusions pertain to a particular version of the McAir model, dating back to

19P4. Later versions, which unfortunately were not available to A.RL at the time this report was written,

may have been drastically revised.

I, The McAir model predicted crack growth under the more.structured sequences quite well.

2. The mome-random sequen,.cs were handled less well by the McAir model. Very unconservative

rrulL were obtained. Even a value as low as -4 for input parameter a could not remedy this for the

lor stress level. This is caused by poor modelling of the effect of undcrloads in the McAir mndcl.

I The trend in experimental crack growth or tie more-structured sequences giving longer lives than
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the more-random sequences was not predicted correctly. In this respect, the McAir model is not better

than simpler models like the Wheeler model and the Modified Willenborg model.

4. Input parameter a is the only parameter that can be used to tune the McAir model. This parameter

was shown to represent the specimen thickness and, as such, has some physical significance. Higher

stress levels tend to require a h;*,her value for this parameter, however.

S. A proposed ARL model, based somewhat on the McAir model, predicted crack growth under the

four load sequences and the two stress levels quite well. It is the only model examined so far on these

data that correctly predicted the experimental trend of the more-structured sequences giving the longest

crack growth lives. For the basic option of a through crack in a CCT-specimen, the proposed ARL model

is superior to the McAir model.

6. The experimental trend of thin specimens showing longer crack growth delay after a high overload

than thick specimens was predicted correctly by both models. Unlike the ARL model, the McAir model

predicts that no sustained crack arrest will occur after a very high overload.

7. Neither model accounts for the effect of multiple overloads. The same applies to the phenomenon

of delayed retardation after an overload.
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AK d&AN

IlMhqml Im/cyc"c)

1.45455 1.000000 10-Iy

1.71190 4.000000-10-11

2.20198 1.993473.10"0

3.09742 9.201416,10-10

26.9774 2.864725'10-'

33.0770 8.310194"10.6

37.0996 2A61269'10-5

39.9125 7.389003"10-5

41.9771 2.238263'10.4

44.2058 1.193590"10-3

45.7876 6.425438'10.3

46.9660 3.481965.10. 2

47.8767 1.896J33'10-t

48.6000 1.0

Table I. Crack growth curve for A7-U4SG-T651 alumimium alloy, stress ratio R =0.

Young's modulus 69000 MPa

Monotonic yield stress 457 MPa

Cyclic yield stress 411 MPa

Fracture toughness") 48.6 MPatm

t)W.Wed mrom Ntl. teiou. A taudc i•ai yi.•Wed 32.4 MPa&m.

TWble 2. Static pmrperties of A7.U4SG.T651 alumimilum alloy,



stress scale a calculated life (programs]

[MPa/g] acceleration retardation f-b-f random

11.09 0.0 48.0 47.0 58.3 57.7
-0.2 43.2 43.0 52.7 52.3
-1.0 26.5 26.9 30.8 31.2

unretarded 21.0 21.70) 23.4 23.4

17.00 0.0 9.0 8.0 11.2 11.1
-0.2 8.0 8.0 10.2 10.0
-1.0 5.0 5.9 6.1 6.2

unretarded 4.0 4.8 4.6 4.6

) 21.0 if calkulated cycle-by-cycle

Table 3. Crack growth lives as predicted with the McAir model for various values of ca.

stress scale a relative life (% of experimental life)
[MPa/g] acceleration retardation f-b-f random

11.09 0.0 119 121 214 226
-0.2 107 111 194 205
-1.0 65 70 113 122

unretarded 52 56 86 92

17.00 0.0 81 84 144 151
-0.2 72 84 130 136
-1.0 45 62 78 84

unretarded 36 51 59 62

Table 4. Predicted crack growth lives as a percentage of the experimental

crack growth life (McAir model).



stress scale load sequence

[MPa/g] acceleration retardation f-b-f random

11.09 Un (52) Un (56) Un (86) Un (92)
Wh (62) Wh (59) Wh ( 11) Wh (122)
MW (71) MW (69) MW (144) MW (154)
Mc (107) Wi (98) Mc (194) Mc (205)
Wi (108) Mc (111) Wi (235) Wi (268)

17.00 Un (36) Un (51) Un (59) Un (62)
MW (63) Wh (62) Wh (125) Wh (132)
Wh (64) MW (70) Mc (130) Mc (136)
Mc (72) Mc (84) MW (138) MW (149)
Wi (76) Wi (88) Wi (169) Wi (180)

Un no-load-interaction

Wh Wheeler model

Wi Willenborg model

MW Modified Willenborg model
Mc McAir model (cx = -0.2)

Table 5. Comparison of predicted crack growth lives. Figures indicate percent of experimental

crack growth life. Data obtained from reference [1].

stress scale load sequence

[MPa/gJ [%] acceleration retardation f-b-f random

11.09 Nof/Ntul 0.3-0.6 1.6-3.1 0.3-0.5 0.3-0.5

Aaol/Aatoal 10-35 49-79 9-25 9-23

17.00 Nol/Ntoua 0.7 - 1.1 3.5 -4.8 0.6-0.8 0.5 - 0.9

Aaol/'total 19-39 74-87 14-31 16-39

Not total number of overloads already experienced
NtotaI total number of cycles already experienced

A'ol total crack growth due to overloads
•total total crack growth

Table 6. Contribution of overloads to crack growth (calculated

using ARL model).



stress scale a calculated life [programs]

[lPa/g] acceleration retardation f-b-f random

11.09 0.0 41.0 39.0 34.2 32.7
unretarded 21.0 21.0 23.6 23.5

17.00 0.0 8.0 8.0 6.8 6.5
unretarded 4.0 4.0 4.7 4.7

Table 7. Crack growth lives as predicted with the ARL model.

stress scale a relative life (% of experimental life)

[MPa/g] acceleration retardation f-b-f random

11.09 0.0 101 101 126 128
unretarded 52 54 87 92

17.00 0.0 72 84 87 87
unretarded 36 42 60 63

Table 8. Predicted crack growth lives as a percentage of the experimental crack

growth life. The final life was used for comparison (ARL model).
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APPENDIX A COMPUTrR PROGRAM CNTSIIR

This appendix describes the computer program CNTSSHR. This program incorporates the McAir

model as described in this repott. It is a stripped version of computer program CNTKM8 that was

obIWnd from McDonnell Douglas. According to a comment in the source listing this latter program

dates back to November 1984. It is the latest release available to ARL. Apart from the user's manual the
code of CNTKM8 was the only source that provided detailed information on the McAir model. To be
able to extract the necessary information it proved useful to rewrite the original source code, since this

code had been written in a rather unstructured way. Furthermore the original program covered many

options that are not essential for the understanding of the basic McAir model. This finally resulted in

computer program CNT8SHR. This program only covers the case of a through crack in a CCT
specimen. Care has been taken that the modified version and the original program are fully compatible,

so that the same input-files can be used. It has been checked that the same results arc obtained for both

programs.

The computer program CNT8SHR has been written in Fortran 77. It can be run on a personal

computer with a mathematical co-processor. Small jobs with simple load spectra will take up to a few
minutes. while in the case of a flight-by-flight spectrum a job may run for more than an hour. The input

should be in SI-units without prefixes. The flow diagram of CNT8SHR is given in figure A. I.

A.1 Interpolation between data points on crack growth curve

Both the original and the modified version of the computer program expect the material's R=O

crack growth curve to be input in tabulated form. The way the two programs interpolate between the

data points differs, however. To facilitate interpolation tde original program CNTKM8 tries to linearize

the daldN-AK curve by applying the following transformation to the input data:

x = og(AKcff)

(A.])
K .da/dN)

where K, is the material's fracture toughness and AK~ff the effective stress intensity range as calculated

with equation (2.1). The transformation of the da/dN-data is obviously based on Forman's equation for
constant amplitude fatigue crack growth. This transformation may seriously affect the accuracy of

interpolation, however. This is especially the case when the straight Paris-part' of the crack growth
curve i,; represented by the cnd-poinLs only (which is enough anyway). This can Ne illustrated with the
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following Cxample. Consider the fictiuous though realistic R =0 crack growdt curvc of which die

szlaghtu pan is iven by:

log(dMiN• * .31.75 + 3.5log(AK) (A.2)

with daMN in m/cycle and AK in Pa'm. Assuming that KC = 50 MPa/m and that AKdf is equal to 50%

of AK. this curve could be tabulated as follows:

log(AK) log(da/dN) x y

6.50 -9.00 6.20 -9.028

7.50 -5.50 7.20 -5.935

Now consider a load cycle that results in an effective stress intensity range of 5 MPa'm, while the

nominal stress intensity range is 10 MPa'm and R = 0. With equation (A.1) it is found then that

x = 6.70 and linear interpolation in the table above yields y = -7.482. Using equation (A.1) again it is

found that the crack growth rate da/dN is equal to 4.13 .10- m/cycle. Using equation (A.2), however, it

is found that da/dN is equal to 5.62. 10.8 m/cycle. It is clear that the latter result is the right one.

The difference between the two da/dN-values is 36%. It is thus concluded that the Forman-like

transformation may suffice for very high AK values, with Kmax near the fracture toughness, but not for

moderate values at all. It was therefore decided not to use this transformation in the modified version

CNT8SHR of the original program. It is left to the user to discretize the crack growth curve in such a

way that the extremes of the curve are sufficiently accounted for. An example is given in figure 3.3.

It should be noted here that the Forman-like transformation is still applied by the original program

CNTKM8. If this program is used this fact should be taken into account. It may be necessary then to

increase the number of data points that are used to represent the 'Paris-part' of the crack growth curve.

A.2 Example problems

The input consists of three data files and a straightforward interactive part. The input should be in

Sl-units without prefixes, though this is only important in the case of artificially cracked specimens

without a load history. In that case no residual plastic zones are present around the crack tip just before

cyclic loading starts, and the minimum effective stress intensity in the first cycle is equal to zero. The

program, however, always assumes that a plastic zone is present at the time of the first cycle, based on

some overload that occurred before analysis starts. Normally this overload is assumed to be equal to the

highest load in the input sequence, but for machined slots this overload would be zero. To avoid

singularity problems, however, this overload is set to the arbitrary small value of I000 Pa. This is



automatically done by the program. If imperial units (ksi) or SI-units with prefixes (MPa) are used, a

value of 1000 is very high, and this is why the input should be in SI-units without prefixes in case of

machined slots, If pre-cycled specimens are considered any consistent set of units can be used. It should

be noted here that the original program assumes imperial units, although the same argument as above

holds.

The three data files to be created are: The analysis file, the material file and the spectrum file.

These files will be explained from an example problem. The thick CCTI specimen that is considered is

made from A7-U4SG-T651 aluminium alloy. The properties of this material are given in tables 1 and 2

of this report. The width equals 100 mm, and the initial machined crack is pre-cycled to a total length of

40 mm. A blocked load program is applied with a maximum gross-area stress, or design limit stress

DLS, of 60 MPa. The load program (= spectrum file) consists of 5 blocks of load cycles, and covers 100

flight hours. Two cases will be considered, the first e'-ample being straightforward while in the second

example a high overload of 120 MPa is applied before starting the fatigue program.

A.2.1 Analysis file

The analysis file that covers this example is given in table A.I. It is named example.anl. This file

contains the information that is not covered by the other files or by the interactive input.

The first line is a commentary line. It can contain up to 72 characters and should not be empty.

The second line contains an integer dummy variable. This variable is only used by the original program

CNTKM8. The third line contains the specimen width, or twice the shortest distance from the plate edge

to the crack centre in case of asymmetric cracks. Lines 4 and 5 contain integer dummy variables that are

only used by the original program. The sixth line gives the material file name. The seventh line gives

the maximum number of load programs to be analyzed. This is the cut-off for very slow crack growth.

The maximum number is 400. This number is determined by the dimensions of the arrays used by the

program. The last line contains the number of hours between damage print-out. It is advisable to input a

number that is an integer multiple of the number of hours that is covered by the load program.

A.2.2 Material file

The material file designates the da/dN-AK data for use in the analysis. The program transforms the

data to a da/dN-AKetf curve, assuming that the input curve is for a stress ratio of zero. The material file

used in this example is given in table A.2, and is named dadn.dat.

The first line of the material file is a commentary line. It may contain up to 72 characters and

should not be empty. The second line contains Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, the monotonic yield

stress and the cyclic yield stress. It should be noted here that Poisson's ratio actually is a dummy
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parameter for CNT8SHR. It is only used by the original program. The third line contains the fracture

toughness and the integer number of points in the da/dN-AK table. This number should not be higher

than 50. To avoid singularity problems, the fracture toughness must be slightly higher than the highest

AK that occurs in the table. The remaining lines contain the actual da/dN-AK table.

A.2.3 Spectrum file

Spectra (strictly: sequences) may be of any length and form: Random, blocked and flight-by-flight.

The stresses are input as a proportion of the design limit stress, which serves as a kind of stress scaling

factor. The design limit stress is input manually. In that way it is easy to perform a parametric study

involving the stress level. For this example two stress spectra are created. One for the 'regular' case,

named exampil.seq, and one for the overload case, named exampl2.seq. They are given in tables A.3a

and A.3b. The two files are identical, except for the third line.

Again, the first line of the spectrum file is a commentary line. It may contain up to 72 characters

and should not be empty. The second line contains the (integer) number of blocks nlevs of load cycles in

the program, and the number of flight hours that is represented by the program. For random or cycle-by-

cycle sequences each block would consist of one cycle.

The third line contains the highest and lowest stress previously experienced, as a proportion of the

design limit stress. These stresses are used to initialize gi,,ff. Usually these stresses are equal to the

highest and lowest that occur in the sequence. In the case of a machined slit that has not been pre-cycled

these stresses must be set to zero. This tells the program that no residual plastic zones are present around

the crack tip yet. It is also possible to input a higher stress than present in the program. Effectively this

means the application of a high overload just before cycling starts. Comparison of tables A.3a and A.3b

shows that in the second example an overload equal to twice the design limit stress is applied, as was

required.

The next nlevs lines contain the actual load spectrum. Each line contains a block of cycles in the

following format: Maximum cyclic stress, minimum cyclic stress, number of cycles in block. Again, the

stresses are input as a proportion of the design limit stress. The crack length is assumed to be stationary

within a block of cycles.This means that the stress intensity is assumed to be constant during a block. It

therefore is advisable to limit the number of cycles within a block to avoid inaccurate answers in case of

highly loaded specimens. It may be necessary then to split a block up into two or more parts. The last

line contains an integer dummy parameter.

A.2.4 Interactive input

A few parameters have to be input by hand. This facilitates parametric studies involving these
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variables. The input is interactive and is, for the greater part, self-explanatory. Tables A.4a and A.4b

show what the screen looks like when running the two examples. The user's input is indicated in italic.

Successively the program asks for The name of the analysis file, the name of the spectrum file, the

value of retardation parameter a, the initial half crack length, the design limit stress, the amplification

factor, and, after the program has finished, the name of the output file.

The retardation parameter ct theoretically accounts for the thickness of the specimen. A value of

one would pertain to the situation of plane stress around the crack tip, as present in very thin specimens,

and a value of zero would pertain to the situation of plane strain, as in the case of very thick specimens.

In practice this factor a is mainly used as a tuning parameter. For this purpose its value can range

between -1 (minimum retardation) and +1 (maximum retardation).

The amplification factor is related to the failure of the specimen. Failure is predicted when some

reference stress intensity factor exceeds the fracture toughness. This reference stress intensity factor is

calculated using the current crack size and the highest load in the spectrum, including the incidental

high overload that may have occurred before cycling started (first entry on line 3 of spectrum file

greater than one). If it is desirable to relate failure to the highest stress in the program, rather than to the

incidental high overload before cycling started, the amplification factor must be made equal to the ratio

of the highest spectrum load and the high incidental overload. In the case of the second example this

requires an amplification factor of 0.5 to be input. In absence of a high initial overload the amplification

factor is usually equal to one. On the other hand, an amplification factor greater than one may also be

required in certain situations. The USAF Mi-Specs (MIL-A-83444) state that the load level to be used

for failure computation can be higher than that in the analysis spectrum. This is done to account for

excess usage severity of individual aircraft and the inspectibility of the location in question [2).

The output files for the two examples are listed in tables A.5a and A.5b.

A.3 Listing of CNT8SHR

The variables labelled with an asterisk are input by the user or read from a data file. The variable

names are the same as used in the original program. Only the number of variables has been reduced, due

to removing a number of options. The output has drastically changed compared with the original

program.

PROGRAM CNT8SHR
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C C

"c Stripped version of cntkm8, that does not use the forman- c
"c transformation (kc-kmax)/kc of the dadn-curve. Calculation of c
" YLDI placed outside if-block. c
c Marcel Bos, June 1991 c
c c

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C c

c integer variables: c
c
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C ITCYC total number of cyles that specimen already has c
c experienced c
c KK counter that keeps track of the number of times c
c that intermediate results are stored in c
c arrays Al and HI c
c "NBLKS max. number of spectrum blocks to be analyzed c
c "NDADN number of points in da/dn table (R-0 data) c
c ONLEVS number of load levels in spectrum c
c C

c real variables: c
c C
c A current crack length c
c AI(J) intermediate cracklength, associated with HI(J) c
c 'Ain initial crack length in [m] c
c *ALPHA retardation parameter c
c *AMP amplification factor, ratio of highest load in c
c magnified inspection interval to highest load c
c in spectrum block c
c AOL crack length at time of overload C
c BETA parameter that is derived from ALPHA C
c BETAl parameter that is derived from ALPHA and XNU c
c ,BHRS number of hours represented by spectrum block c
c CHECK criterion used to determine if KMAXOL should be c
c updated c
c CODMAX crack tip opening at time of overload c
c CODX some crack tip opening c
c CORFAC correction factor that is applied to K to account c
c for finite width of specimen c
c *CYCLES number of cycles in block c
c *CYLD cyclic yield stress in N/m2 c
c DADN actual crack growth da/dn, associated with DKEFF, c
c as found from interpolation in modified material's c
c da/dn vs. delta-K table c
c -DADNB(J) da/dn part of material's da/dn vs. delta-K table c
c for R-0 (j.le.NDADN) in (m/cycle] c
C *DELKB(J) delta-K part of material's da/dn vs. delta-K table; c
c (later on converted into some effective value) c
c DELKB(NDADN) should be less than KC; in [Pa sqrt(m)] c
c DKEFF equal to KMXEFF-KMNEFF c
c *DLS design limit stress in IN/m2] c
c 'E modulus of elasticity in [N/m2) c
c EFFKC part of equation for KMNEFF c
c EFFKR if SR-0 then EFFKR - EFFKC/Kmax c
c FR ratio CYLD/TYLD c
c HI(J) intermediate result, couples the total number of c
c experienced hours to AI(j) c
c HOURS equal to #completed blocks*BHRS (before failure) c
c or the time to failure c
c *Kc material fracture tougness in [Pa sqrt(m)] c
c KMAX max K in cycle c
c KMAXOL max K in overload cycle c
c KMIN min K in cycle c
c KMINOL underload c
c KMNEFF effective min. K in cycle c
c KMXEFF effective max. K in cycle c
c PHOURS gives the time at which next intermediate results c
c should be printed c
c "PRTHRS number of spectrum hours between damage printout c
c (must be .GE. BHRS) c
c RC delta-K/RC gives the effective K for R=- c
c this parameter mainly depends on ALPHA c
c REFK equal to AMP'SMAXI'CORFACODSQRT(PI*A) c
c if REFK exceeds Kc then failure is assumed c
C REFKIA used in final calculation of A at failure c
c 'SIGmax max stress in cycle c
c *SIGmin min stress in cycle c
c Smax either equal to SMAXI or to 1000. (- small number c
C if SI-units) if specified spectrum file ISFID c
c Smax, highest stress in spectrum (or higher if specified c
C in ISFID) c
c Smin lowest stress in spectrum (or lower), or 0 if c
C Smax - 1000. c

SR stress ratio Kmin/Kmax c
"c *Tyld monotonic yield stress in N/m2 c
"c 'W twice the shortest distance from plate edge to c
c crack center in [m) (width) c"c WOL plastic zone size due to overload c
"c X2 storage for A c
"c XALPHA see equation (2.1) of report c
" XCYC number of cycles in a spectrum block c
"c XFR see equation (2.1) of report c
" XINCR used in calculation of A at failure c
c *XHU Poisson's ratio c
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c XONL used in calculation of A at failure c
c XR see equation (2.1) of report C

c YCYC number of cycles already covered of a spectrum block c
c (reset to 0 when a block has been completed) C
c YLOD sort of effective yield stress c
c C

c character variables: C
c c
"c *IAFID analysis file name ('old') c
"c IBIOX temporary file that contains stress spectrum ('new') c
"c *IPRED prediction file ('new') c
"c ISFID general spectrum file ('old') c
"c MATFIL material file ('old') c
c C
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER DUMMYIFALIIFLAG,iII,ITCYC,JXK,M,N,NBLKS,NDADN,NLEVS
REAL*8 A,AI(400),Ain,ALPHA,AMP,AOL,BETA,BETAl,BHRS,CHECK,
* CODMAX,CODX,CORFAC,CYCLES,CYLD,DADN,DADNB(50),halfpi,
* DELKB(50),DKEFF,DLS,E.EFFKC,EFFKR,FR,HI(400),HOURS,
* KC,KMAX,KMAXOL,KMIN,KMINOL,KMNEFFKMXEFF,PHOURS,PI,
* PRTHRS,RCREFK,REFKIA,SIGmax,SIGmin,Smax,SmaxlSmin,
+ SR,TyldW,WOL,X2,XALPHA,XCYC,XFR,XINCR,XNU,XONE,XR,
+ YCYC.YLD1

CHARACTER'6 IBIDX
CHARACTER'30 IAFID, IPRED, ISFID,MATFIL
CHARACTER'72 TITLES,TITLE
DATA PIhalfpi /2.1415926536,1.5707963268/

ITCYC - 0
IFALI - 0
IFLAG - 0
XCYC - 0.

CYYC - 0.
KK - I

C
C INPUT MATERIAL AND ANALYSIS DATA

write (,'(/Ix, a)
+ 'Modified version of the McAir crack growth program CNTKM8.'
write (,'{(lx,a)') 'No Forman-transformation of the da/dn-curve'
write (",' (lx,a/)')

* ' Marcel Bos, 5/3/91.'

write (*,' (lx,a)')
+ 'WARNING: In case of pre-cycled specimens it does not matter'
write (°,'{lx,a)')

* ' whether SI-units or Imperial units are used, as long'
write (*,'(lx,a)')

+ ' the input is consistent. In case of saw-cut specimens'
write (*,' (Ix,a)')

* ' (line 3 of spectrum file: 0,0) only SI-units should'
write (*,'(lx,a)')

+ ' be used however, although the error that is introduced'
write (,'I(lx,a/)')
I ' when using imperial units most likely is very small.'

6669 write (*,' (/lx,a,$)') 'Input ANALYSIS file:
read (*,'( a )') IAFID
OPEN (UNIT-2,FILE-IAFID,ERR-6669,STATUS-'OLD')

6666 write (','(/lx,a,S)') 'Input SPECTRUM file:
read (.,'( a )') ISFID
OPEN (UNIT=4,FILE-ISFID,ERR=6666,STATUS='OLD')

WRITE (',280)

read (2, '( a)') TITLES
write (*, '(lx,a)') TITLES

READ (2,*) dummy
... .used to be icor

write (*,' (/lx,a,$)') 'Input ALPHA:
read (', alpha
write (*,' lx,a,$)') ' AINITIAL:
read (, * ) aim
write (,' C x,a,5)') ' DLS:
read I. , dls
write (',' I x,a,$ )') ' AMP FACTOR: I
-ead (., ) amp

IF (DLn .1e. 0.) THEN
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print . DLS should be greater than O0!
print , The program STOPS'
atop

END IF

HIMl) - 0.
AIM) - AIN
A .0.

READ (2,) W
READ (2.*) dummy
READ (2.*) dummy

c ... used to be npts2 and npts3, reap.

read (2,'(a)') MATFIL
read (2, * ) NBLKS
read (2, • ) PRTHRS

CLOSE (2)

OPEN (UNIT-I.FILE-MATFIL, STATUS.'OLD')

read (1,(a)' TITLE
read (1, ) E,XNU,TYLD,CYLD
read (1, ) KC,NDADN

IF (Kc .le. 0.0) THEN
print K, c should be greater than 0!'
print *, ' The program STOPS'
stop

END IF

DO I - 1,NDADN
READ (1,') DELKB(I),DADNB(I)

end do

CLOSE (1)

C
C READ STRESS EXCEEDANCE DATA...
C

ibidx - 'ibid0O'
OPEN (UNIT-3,FILE-IBIDX,STATUS-'NEW',FORM-'UNFORMATTED')

read (4,'(a)') TITLE
read (4, . ) NLEVSBHRS
read (4, . ) SMAX,SMIN

IF (SMAX.LT..O) IFLAG - I

SMAX - SMAX-DLS
SMIN - SMIN*DLS

DO I - 1,NLEVS
READ (4,-) SIGMAX,SIGMIN,CYCLES
XCYC - XCYC+CYCLES
SIGMAX - SIGMAX*DLS
SIGMIN - SIGMIN*DLS
IF (SIGMAX.GT.SMAX) SMAX - SIGMAX
IF (SIGMIN.LT.SMIN) SMIN - SIGMIN
WRITE (3) SIGMAX,SIGMIN,CYCLES

end do

READ (4,) dummy
... used to be num

CLOSE (4)
CLOSE (3)

OPEN (UNIT-3,FILE-IBIDX,STATUS-'OLD',FORM-'UNFORMATTED')

SMAXI - SMAX
IF (IFLAG.EQ.1) THEN

if SI-units then...
SMAX - 1000.
else smax should be +/- 0.001
SMIN - 0.

END IF

COMPUTE CONSTANT MODEL PARAMETERS

BETA - ALPHIA (1 . -ALPHA) /2.
PETAI - ALPHA, (I .- AI.PHA) " (1.-XNtJ**2) /P.
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FR - CYLD/TYLO
YLDI - halfPIISMAX/DSORT(2./DCOS(halfPI*SMAX/TYLD)-2.)
EFTKR - 0.46733'DSORT(BETA)
EFFKR - EFFXR.-(l.+0.6*(FR-1.4-0.156*(FR-1.)**2)
RC - l./(l.-EFFKR)

DO I -1,NDADN
cc old: DA0NB(I) - DLOG10(DADNB(I*CKC-DELKB(l))/Kc)

dadnb(i) - dlogl0(dadnb(i~)
DELKB(I) - DLOGlOiDELK(B(I)/RC)
IF CI.GT.1) then

if (DADNB(I).LT.DADNB(I-l)) DADNB(I) - DADNB(I-1)
end if

end do
C
C INITIALIZE KEFF CURVE BASED ON HIGHEST AND LOWEST LOADS IN
C THE SPECTRUM
C

A - AIN

CALL KCOR(a,wCORFAC)

KNAX - SMAX*COPFACIDSQRT(PI1A)
KMIN - SMIN*CORFAC*DSORT(PI*A)
SR - KMIN/KMAX
XR - 0.46733+0.29401*SR+0.23866*SR**2
XALPHA - I.-rl.-DSQRT(BETA))*(l.-SR)
XFR - l.-(O.756.-O.9l2*FR+O.156*FR..2)*(l.-SR)
EFF'KC - XR*XALPHA*XFR*KMAX - 0.225*KMIN
IF (SR.LT.0.) EFFKC - EF'FKR*KMAX*DEXP(.0.8-SR)

KMAXOL - KMAX
WOL - PI/8.*(KNAX/YLDl)**2*BETA
CODMAX - BETAI*XMAX**2/2./E/YLD1
AOL - AIN
PHOURS - PRTHRS

C
C BEGIN BLOCK BY BLOCK CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS
C

WRITE (-,339) AIN

DO M - 1,NBLKS

DO 200 N . 1,NLEVS

READ (UNIT-3) SIGRAX,SIGMIN,CYCLEs
YCYC = YCYC+CYCLES
ITCYC - ITCYC+INT(CYCLES)

CALL KCOR(a,w,CORFAC)
CORFAC = CORFAC*DSORT(PI'A)

((MAX - SIGMAX*CORFAC
KMIN - SIGMIN*CORFAC

C
C CHECK AT EACH LOAD LEVEL TO SEE IF LOWER LOAD LEVEL IS NOW
C AM OVERLOAD

C
IF (SIGMAX.ge.0.0001( then

IF (siqr!ax .9e. tyld) THEN
WRITE (6,-)-
WRITE (6,-)' .... WARNING STRESS -,SIGMAX,

+ IS ABOVE THE YIELD'
WRITE 16,')'
WRITE (6,-)

ITHIS CAUSES A CRASH THERE PROGRAM WILL STOP'
GOTO 225

END IF

YLDl - halfPI*SIGMAX/
DSQRTC2./DCOS(hal!P.*SIGMAX/TYLD)-2.)

if ((a-aol) .lt. wol) then
COOX - CODMAX-(L-(A-AOL)/WOL("-2
IF (CODX.LT.0.0) CODX - 0.0
CHECK -DSQRTC2.'E'YLD1*CODX/BETA1)

end if

IF ((CA-AOL) .qe.WOL) .or. (kmax.qt.check) ) then
KMAXOL - ((MAX
KMINOL - ((MIN
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WOL - PI/8.*BETA*(XMAXOL/YLD1)**2
CODMAX - BETAI-XMAXOL*2/2./E/YLDI
AOL - A

end if
end if

IF (KMIN.1e.KMINOL) then
KMINOL - KMIN
SR - XMINOL/KMAXOL
XR - 0.46733+O.29401*SR.0.23866*SR*2
XALPHA - I.-(1.-DS0RTCBETA))*(1.-SR)
XF'R - l.-(0.756-0.912*FR+0.156*FR**2)*(l.-SR)
EFFKC - XRIXALP4A*XFR*KMAXOL - 0.225*XM1N0L
IF (SR.LT.0.) EFF'KC - EFFKRXKMAXOL-DEXP(.0.DBSR)

end if

REFK - AMP*SMAX1*CORFAC
IF (P.EFX .ge. KC) GOTO 210

C
C COMPUTE EFFECTIVE KNIN AND DELTA K
C

IF (KMAX .le. 0.) THEN
c ... da/dn-D0

X2 - A
ELSE

KKXEFF -EFFXC+0.225*KMAX
IF (KMXEFF.LT.KKAX) KMXEFF - KMAX
IF (KMXEFF.LT.0.) KMXEFF' - 0.

IF CKMAX.GE.KC) THEN
PRINT *, 'KNAX EXCEEDED XC', KKAX
GOTO 210

END IF

KMNEFF - EFFXC+0.225*XM1N
IF (KMNEFF.LT.0.) KMNEFF - 0.
IF (KMNEFF.LT.KMIN) KMNEFF - KMIN
DKEFF - XMXEFF-KMNEFF

C
C IF' KMAX IS LESS THAN KMNEF'F GROWTH IS ZERO...
C

IF (DKEFF.gt.0.) THEN
C
C COMPUTE DA/DN AND CRACK GROWTH...

DKEFF - DLOG10(DKEFF)
CALL rLU CDELKB, DADNB, NDADN, OXEFF, DADN)

cc old: DADN - 10.**DADNXKC/(KC-KMAX)
dadn - 10.-dadn
X2 - A
A - A + DADN*CYCLES

IF (A .ge. W/2) THEN
REFK - AMP'SM4AX1*CORFAC
PRINT *,'THE CRACK LENGTH IS EXCEEDING THE WIDTH'
PRINT *,'HOURS - ',HOURS
PRINT *, LI/2 -',

PRINT *,REFK - ',REFK
COTO 250

END IF

END IF
END IF

200 CONTINUE

C
C CHECK THAT KC HAS NOT BEEN EXCEEDED ...

IF (REFK.GT. .95*KC) THEN
CALL KCOR(a,w,CORFAC)
REFK - AMP*SMAX1*CORFAC*DSQRT(PI'A)

END IF
IF (REFK .1t. XC) COTO 225

210 XONE - X2

DO J -3,

- Initialize ..
XINCR - 1./(10.**J)
RFFKIA - Kc - 1
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DO while ((REFKIA.le.Kc) .and. (II.le.100))
A - XONE+II*XINCR

if (a .ge. w/2) then
REFK - AMP*SMAX1*CORFAC
PRINT -,'THE CRACK LENGTH IS EXCEEDING THE WIDTH'
PRINT *,'HOURS = ',HOURS
PRINT -,'LI/2 - -,A
PRINT *,'REFK = ',REFK
GOTO 250

end if

CALL KCOR(a,w,CORFAC)
CORFAC - CORFAC*DSQRT(PI*A)
REFKIA - AMP*SMAX1*CORFAC
II = 11+1

END DO

IF (II.GE.100) THEN
PRINT *,'PROBLEMS WITH ACRR ITERATIONS'
STOP

ELSE
XONE - A-XINCR

END IF
END DO

IF (M.EQ.l .AND. N.EQ.l) THEN
PRINT *,'FAILED IMMEDIATELY'
IFALI = 1
GOTO 250

END IF

HOURS = BHRS*(M-l+((YCYC-CYCLES)/XCYC))
REFK = REFNIA

WRITE (6,320)
WRITE (6,350) HOURS,A,REFK

GOTO 250
C
C (OUTPUT RESULTS)
C

225 HOURS = BHRS*M

IF (HOURS.ge.PHOURS) then
PHOURS - PHOURS+PRTHRS
WRITE (6,350) HOURS,A,REFK
KK = KK+÷
HI(KK) - HOURS
AI{KK) = A

end if

REWIND 3
YCYC = 0.

END DO

250 IF (IFALI.ne.I) then
KK = KK+4
HI(KK) = HOURS
AI(KK) = A

end if

CLOSE (3,STATUS='DELETE')

888 write (*,'(/ix,a,$)') 'Enter the name of your PREDICTION file: I
read (*,'( a )') ipred
open (unit=l, file=ipred, status-'new', err=888)

write (1,'1(x,a/)') INPUT DATA'
write (1,'(lx,a/)') titles
write (I,' (lx,a/ilx.a/)') 'No FORMAN-transformation of dadn-curve',

+ 'and YLDl calculated outside if-block'
write (1,'(lx,a, lx,a )') 'Analysis data: file =', iafid
write (1,'(lx,a, F7.3 )') ALPHA -', alpha
write (l,'(lx,a,El3.5 )') Ain =', an
write (1,' (lx,a,E13.5 )') W =', w
write (1,' (1x,a,E13.5 )') ' DLS =', DLS
write (l,' (lx,a, F7.3/) ') ' AMP =', amp
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w rite (1,' (lx,a, lx.a )1') 'Material data: tile -,, Tatfil
write (1.' (lx~a.Ell.3 E' E '

write (1.' (lx~a. F'7.3 ) 'Xnu -,xflu

write (1,' (lx.a,Ell.3 ')Tyld ',tyld

write (1,'Clx~a, F7.3 )' R F' ~R
write (1.' (lx.aEI1.3/)') Kc K, C

write C1l,' lx,a. lx,a ) ') 'Spectrum data: file 13fisid
write Cl,' (lx,a, J7 )1') 1 NleVs - nieva
write (l.'(lx,a,Ell.3 ) 'Bhr3 ' bhrs
write (,(xaE.3) *Smaxi s' maxl

write Cl.'(/lx,a/)') 'OUTPUT DATA'

IF (IFALI.ne.l) then
WRITE (1,997) M,ITCYC,N,HOURS
WRITE (1,996) A,REFK
WRITE (1,995) SIGMAX,SIGMIN,CYCLES

end if

write (l1.' /lx,a) ') 'Hours A'
do i - lXKK

write (1,' (lx,Fl4.3,F15.6) ') HI(i),AI(i)
end do

CLOSE (1)

STOP 1776

280 FORMAT( /'CONTACT STRESS MODEL-III ANALYSIS'-I
320 FORMAT(/2X,'STRESS INTENSITY EXCEEDED IN A DIRECTION :/
339 FORMAT(/ BEGIN SPECTRUM CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS, A -1,E12.5

+//T8, 'HOURS1,T22. 'A',T29,' KREFERENCE'/)
350 FORMAT(- ',Fll.0,Fl5.9,Fl2.1)
997 FORMAT( 5X,'BLOCKS -1,18,/SX,'TOT.CYC -',18,/5X,'LAYER -'18,

+ /5X,'HOURS -',F9.0)
996 FORMAT(5X,-A -',F9.6./5X,'KREFA -',e11.4,/5X)
995 FORMAT(5X,'SIGMAX -',ell.4,/5X,'SIGMIN -',ell.4,/5X,'CYCLES

+ ,FlO.C,/)

E ND

SUBROUTINE KCOR (a.w, CORFAC)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DATA PI/3.1415926536/
CORFAC - DSORT(1./dcos(pi~a/w))
RETURN
E ND

SUBROUTINE TLU CX, Y,N, XVAL, YVAL)
IMPLICIT REAL*$ (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION X (N) ,Y (N)
IF(X (N) .GE.XVAL) GO TO 10
I -N
GO TO 3D

10 DO 20 I = 1,N
IF'(X(l).GE.XVAL) GO TO 30

2C CONTINUE
30 IF (I.EO.1) I -2

YVAL - (Y(I)-.Y(I.1))/(X(l)-X(I-1))* (XVAL-X(I-1))+Y(I-1)
RETURN
E ND



Example problem
4
,0
0
0
dadn.dat
400
100.

Table A.1 Example analysis file, named exaople.anl.

Material's curve for AI-U4SG-T651 in [N,m)
6.90ei0 .3 457.e6 411.e6
4.90e7 14
1454550. 1.000000E-011
1711900. 4.000000E-011
2201980. 1.993473E-010
3097420. 9.201416E-010
2.69774E+007 2.864725E-006
3.30770E+007 8.310194E-006
3.70996E+007 2.461269E-005
3.99125E+007 7.389003E-005
4.19771E+007 2.238263E-004
4.42058E+007 1.193590E-003
4.57876E+007 6.425438E-003
4.69660E+007 3.481965E-002
4.78767E+007 1.896133E-001
4.86000E+007 1.0

Table A.2 Example material file, named dadn.dat.

Example spectrum file (1)
5 100.
1.00 -0.20
1.00 0.05 1000.
0.40 -0.10 5000.
0.60 0.00 3000.
1.00 0.40 2000.
0.50 -0.20 3500.

0

Table A.3a First example spectrum file, named exampll.seq.

Example spectrum file (2)
5 100.
2.00 -0.20
1.00 0.05 1000.
0.40 -0.10 5000.
0.60 0.00 3000.
!.00 0.40 2000.
0.50 -0.20 3500.

0

Table A.3b Second example spectrum file, named exampl2.seq.



Modified version of the McAir crack growth program CNTKM8.
No Forman-transformation of the da/dn-curve

Marcel Bos, 5/3/91.

WARNING: In case of pre-cycled specimens it does not matter
whether SI-units or Imperial units are used, as long
the input is consistent. In case of saw-cut specimens
(line 3 of spectrum file: 0,0) only SI-units should
be used however, although the error that is introduced
when using imperial units most likely is very small.

Input ANALYSIS file: examVIe.anl
Input SPECTRUM file: exaplp.seq

CONTACT STRESS MODEL-III ANALYSIS

Example problem

Input ALPHA: 0

AINITIAL: .02
DLS: 60e6

AMP FACTOR: I

BEGIN SPECTRUM CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS, A - .20000E-01

HOURS A KREFERENCE

100. .021410967 17438515.0
200. .023101030 18484567.7
300. .025263967 19895103.3
400. .028267137 22023761.4
500. .033275489 26150467.9

STRESS INTENSITY EXCEEDED IN A DIRECTION

576. .043440339 49000029.5

Enter the name of your PREDICTION file: predi

Return code 1776

Table A.4a Interactive input of first example. User's input written in italic.



Modified version of the McAir crack growth program CNTKM8.
No Forman-transformation of the da/dn-curve

Marcel Bos, 5/3/91.

WARNING: In case of pre-cycled specimens it does not matter
whether SI-units or Imperial units are used, as long
the input is consistent. In case of saw-cut specimens
(line 3 of spectrum file: 0,0) only SI-units should
be used however, although the error that is introduced
when using imperial units most likely is very small.

Input ANALYSIS file: example.anl
Input SPECTRUM file: exampl2.Seq

CONTACT STRESS MODEL-III ANALYSIS

Example problem

Input ALPHA: 0

AINITIAL: .02
DLS: 60e6

AMP FACTOR: -5

BEGIN SPECTRUM CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS, A = .20000E-01

HOURS A KREFERENCE

100. .020103570 16779813.0
200. .020212387 16846233.6
300. .020325504 16915458.4
400. .020443242 16987709.7
500. .020565959 17063236.6
600. .022061815 17836254.6
700. .023919250 19007745.9
800. .026362594 20648494.6
900. .029945952 23318507.4

1000. .037060907 29836113.9

STRESS INTENSITY EXCEEDED IN A DIRECTION

1007. .043440407 49000320.5

Enter the name of your PREDICTION file: pred2

Return code 1776

T-Wbe AAb -Interactive input of second example. User's input written in italic.



INPUT DATA

Example problem

No FORMAN-transformation of dadn-curve
and YLDI calculated outside if-block

Analysis data: file - example.anl
ALPHA - .000

Ain - .20000E-01
W - .10000E+00

DLS - .60000E+08
AMP - 1.000

Material data: file - dadn.dat
E - .690E+11

Xnu - .300
Tyld - .457E+09

FR - .899
Kc - .490E+08

Spectrum data: file - exampll.seq
Nlevs - 5
Bhrs - .100E+03

Smaxl - .600E+08

OUTPUT DATA

BLOCKS - 6
TOT.CYC - 87000

LAYER - 5

HOURS = 576.
A - .043440
KREFA - .4900E+08

SIGMAX - .3000E+08
SIGMIN - -. 1200E+08
CYCLES - 3500.

Houra A
.000 .020000

100.000 .021411
200.000 .023101
300.000 .025264
400.000 .028267
500.000 .033275
575.862 .043440

") Layer' is the McAir denotauon for block' as used in tis rpon, while
'block' in McAir jargon denotes 'sequence' or 'program'.

Table A.5a Prediction file of first example, named predl.



INPUT DATA

Example problem

No FORMAN-transformation of dadn-curve
and YLDI calculated outside if-block

Analysis data: file - example.anl
ALPHA - .000

Ain - .20000E-01
W - .10000E+00

DLS - .60000E+08
AMP - .500

Material data: file - dadn.dat
E - .690E+11

Xnu - .300
Tyld - .457E+09

FR - .899
Kc - .490E+08

Spectrum data: file - exampl2.seq
Nlevs - 5
Bhrs - .100E+03

Smaxl - .120E+09

OUTPUT DATA

BLOCKS = 11
TOT.CYC - 151000
L/.YER - 2
HOURS - 1007.
A - .043440
KREFA - .4900E+08

SIGMAX = .2400Z+08
SIGMIN = -. 6000E+07
CYCLES - 5000.

Hours A
.000 .020000

100.000 .020104
200.000 .020212
300.000 .020326
400.000 .020443
500.000 .020566
600.000 .022062
700.000 .023919
800.000 .026363
900.000 .029946

1000.000 .037061
1006.897 .043440

Table A.5b Prediction file of second example, named pred2.
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Figure A.l Flow diagram of computer program CNT8SHR.
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APPENDIX B COMPUTER PROGRAM ARLECC

In this appendix the source code of computer program ARLECC is listed. This program

incorporates the crack closure model as proposed in chapter 4 of this report. It is used for the calculation

of the crack growth life of CCT specimens with through cracks. It has been written in Fortran 77, and it

can be run on a personal computer with a mathematical co-processor. Although the same spectrum files

can be used as for program CNTSSHR, even small jobs with simple blocked spectra may take more than

an hour, depending on the applied stress levels. This is due to the fact that ARLECC treats cycles

individually, allowing the crack to grow each cycle, whereas CNT8SHR operates on the load blocks as a

whole, although it is possible to perform a cycle-by-cycle calculation with the latter program by

assigning only one load cycle per block. Unlike CNT8SHR, computer program ARLECC always

assumes that the initial crack has experienced prior growth, so that residual plastic zones are present

around the crack tip. Computer program ARLECC can also be used to perform 'no-load-interaction

analyses', in which case only the stress ratio effect is accounted for, and previous load history is ignored.

Any consistent set of units can be used for the input data.

B.1 Program input

The input consists of two input files and an interactive part. The two input files are the material

file and the spectrum file. They are identical to the ones needed for computer program CNT8SHR.

Details can be found in appendix A. Again, a crack growth curve for a stress ratio of zero is expected.

The interactive part is very straightforward. Successively the program asks for: The name of the

spectrum file, the name of the material file, the value of retardation parameter ca, the initial half crack

length, the specimen width, the design limit stress, the amplification factor, and the maximum number

of programs to be analyzed. All these parameters, including a, are similar to the ones described in

appendix A. To perform a 'no-load-interaction' analysis a value of -999 must be input for a. In all other

cases a value of between -1 and +1 must be used.

Table B.1 shows what the screen looks like.when running the first example of appendix A. Again

the data files of tables A.2 and A.3a are used. The output file predi is given in table B.2.

B.2 Listing of ARLECC

Most of the variable names arc identical to the ones used in computer program CNT8SHR. The

source code is amply provided with commentary lines. Figure B.1 shows the flow diagram of the

program.
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program ARLECC
ccccccccccecccccccccccccccccceccccccccccccccceccccccccceccccecccccccccccc
C c

"c Program to calculate crack growth under VA-loading in c
"C CCT-specimens. Based on equations due to Schijve and McAir. c
c C

c Marcel Boa, 17/4/91 c
c C

ccccccceccccccccccecccccccccecccccccccccccccccccccccccccccCeCCCCCCCCCccC
implicit none
integer icount,ii,jj,kk,nblks,ndadn,nlevs
real*8 a,ai(500),ain,alpha,amp,aol,beta,bhrs,

+ check,corfac,cycles,cyld,dummy,da,
+ dadn(50),delk(50),dk,dkeff,dls,fO,fr,hi(500),
+ hours,kc,kmax,kmaxol,kmin,kminol,kmneff,
+ pi,refk,sigmax,sigmin,smax,smin,
+ tyld,totcyc,xcyc,w,wol,yld,yldol
logical failed,unretarded
character ipred-2O, ifid-20,matfil*20, title*72
data pi /3.1415926536/

call HEADER

write 1*, '(/12x,a/12x,a/)')
+ 'ARL crack growth program for CCT specimens under VA loading.',,
+ 'Make sure that the da/dn-dI( data are for stress ratio R - 0.'
write (*,1' 24x, a/C' IC Marcel Bos, 17/4/911

C
c read data ...
c

22 write C*,'(lx,a,S) 'C 'Input SPECTRUM file:
read (*,'C a C') isfid
open (unit-4, file-isfid, err-22, status-'old')

write (*,I'(lx,a,S) 'C 'Input MATERIAL file:
read ('-,' (a)') matfil

33 write C.' C/lx, a, $3') 'Input ALPHA:
read (-, C alpha
if (alpha .eq. -999.) then

unretarded - .true.

else
if C(alpha.ge.-l.0) .and. (alpha.le.l.OCC then

unretarded - .false.

el se
g o to 33

end if
end if

write C'Clx,a,S) ' AINITIAL:
read C. * Cai
write C''ix,a,$)'C W 1:
read C. * w
write (,(lx,a,$)) ' LS:
read C, * dls
write CClx,a,SC') AMP F~ACTOR:
read C, * Camp
write C' Clx,a,SC 'C NBLKS:
nblks - 500
write (*, '(1i3/)') nblks

if (dls .le. 0.) stop 9991

open (unit-l, file-matfil, status-'old')

read (1,1'(a)') title
read (1, . dumrny,dummy,tyld,cyld
road (1, . C c,ndadn

if (Kc .le. 0.0) stop 9992

fr -cyld/tyld
fr - fz-/1.12

... this is done to facilitate Schijve's equation in
c subroutine effkmin, which is valid for 2024 and 7075,

C these ma~teridls having a fr of approx. 1.12

fO - 1. - 0.45' (0.244 + 0.912*fr - 0.156*fr~fr
c . .. f0*dX yields the effective stress intensity for R -0,

see also subroutine effkmin
do 1i - l,ndadn
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read (1.-) delk(iibdadn(ii)
dadn(ii) - dloglO{ dadn(ii)
delk(ii) - dloq1O( fOdelk(ii)

end do

close (1)

c
c read stress exceedance data...
C

write (*,'(lx,a)') 'Initializing temporary stress'
write (-,-(lx,a)') 'spectrum file (this may take a while)...

open (unit-3, file-'templ, status-'new', form-'unformatted')

read (4,1(a)') title
read (4, * nlevs,bhrs
read (4, * smax,smin

"smax - smax*dls
.min - smin*dls
xcyc = 0.

do ii - l,nlevs
read (4,*) sigmaxsigmin,cycles
xcyc - xcyc+cycles
sigmax - sigmax*dls
sigmin - sigmin*dls
if (sigmax.gt.smax) smax - sigmax
if (sigmin.lt.smin) smin - sigmin
write (3) sigmax,sigmin,cycles

end do
if (smax .le. 0.) stop 9994

close (4)
close (3)

if (.not.unretarded) then
beta - 0.333333 + 0.5*alpha + 0.166667*alpha*alpha

c ... alpha - -1 is minimum value for alpha; this approximates
c unretarded case but is not the same however;
c input alpha - -999 for that case!
c alpha - 0 --- > plane strain, beta = 1/3
c alpha - 1 --- > plane stress, beta - 1

else
beta - 0.

end if
c
c initialize...
c

totcyc = 0.
icount - I
a - ain
ai(l) - a
hi(l) - 0.
failed = .false.

corfac - dsqrt(l./dcos(pila/w))
corfac - corfac*dsqrt(pi*a)
refk - amp*corfac*smax
if (refk .ge. kc) failed - .true.
if (failed) go to 999

"c assuming that the specimen already
"c experienced crack growth...

kmaxol - corfac*smax
kmlnol - corfac*smin

yldol - .5*pi'smax/dsqrt(2./dcos(O.5*pi~smax/tyld)-2.)
aol = a
wol = (beta/pi)*(kmaxol/yldrl)**2.

c
c calculate min. eff. stress intensity kmneff...
c

call EFFKMIN(kininolkmaxol,fr,kmneff)

C
c start crack growth...

write (*,'(/lx,a/)') 'Start crack growth calculation...'
write (-,'(6x,aS,l0x,al,3Ox,a4)') 'hours',1a','refk'
npen (unlt-3, fiie-'temp', status-'old', form-'unformatted')
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do ii - l,nblks

do jj - lnlevs

read (unit-3) sigmax,sigmin,cycles
if (sigmax .1e. sigmin) stop 9998
if (sigmax .ge. tyld) stop 9999

do kk - l,nint(cycles)

totcyc - totcyc + 1.
kmax - corfac-sigmax
kmin - corfac-sigmin
dk - kmax - kmin

if (unretarded) then
call EFFKMIN(kmin,kmax, fr, kmneff)

c .. .kmneff of the current cycle is used
c else
c ... kmneff of the previous cycle is used

end if
dkeff - kmax - kmneff
if ((dkeff .gt. dk) .and. (kk .ne. 1)) dkeff -dk

if (dkeff .gt. 0.O01*dK) then

dkeff - dloglO(dkeff)

call TLU(delk,dadn,ndadn,dkeff,da)

da - 10.**da

a - a + da

if (a .ge. w/2) then
failed - .true.

else
corfac - dsqrt(l./dcos(pi*a/w))
corfac - corfac'dsqrt(pi*a)
refk = amp*corfac*smax
if (refk .ge. kc) failed - .t -i.

end if
if (failed) go to 999

end if
C
c now check whether current load sigmax is overload...
c

if (.not.unretarded) then

if (sigmax .ge. 0.001) then

yld = 0.5*pi*sigmax/
+ dsort(2./dcos(0.5*pi*sigmax/tyld) - 2.)

if (a .It. aol+wol) then
check - kmaxol~dsart(1.-(a-aol)/wol)*yld/yldol

else
check - 0.

end if

if (kmax .gt. check) then
kmaxol - kmax
kminol - kmin
yldol - yld
aol - a
wol - (beta/pi)*(kmaxol/yldol)(*2.

end if
end if

c
c ... and check whether sigmin is underload...
c (remember that kminol has already been set to kmin in
c case of sigmax being an overload)
c

if (kmin .le. kminol + .001ldK) then

kminol - kmin
c

calculate min. eff. stress intensity kmneff...

call EFFKMIN(kminol,kmaxolfr,kmnieff)

end if

end if
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end do

end do

hours - bhrs*ii
icount = icount + 1
ai(icount) - a
hi(icount) - hours
write [*,'(Ix,flO.2,2x,f9.6,2x,e12.4)') hours,a,refk

rewind (3)

end do

999 if (failed) then
c ... specimen has failedwrite (,'(/lxa/)')'...specimen has failed'

icount - icount + 1
ai(icount; - a
hi(icount) - bhrs*(totcyc/xcyc)

else
c ... nblks was exceeded

write (*,'(/Ix,a/)') '...maximum number of blocks exceeded'
end if

close (3,status-'delete')

c
c output...
c

44 write (',' lx,a,$)') 'Enter the name of your PREDICTION file:
read (*,' ( a )') ipred
open (unit-1, file-ipred, status-'new', err-44)

write (l.'(lx,a/)') 'ARL Crack Growth Model...'

write (I,'(lx,a/)') INPUT DATA'

if (unretarded) then
write (1,1 (lx,a)')"+ ' ALPHA - N.A. (unretarded)l

else
write (1,'(lx,a, F7.3 )')"+ ' ALPHA -', alpha

end if
write (l,'(lx,a,El3.5 )') Am -', ain
write (l,'(lx,a,El3.5 )') ' W -', w
write (l,'(lx,a,E13.5 )') ' OLS -, DLS
write (1,' (lx,a, F7.3/)') ' AMP -, amp

write (1,' )lx,a, ix,a ]') 'Material data: file =', matfil
write (1,' (ix,a,Ell.3 )') ' Tyld =', tyld
write (1,' (ix,a, F7.3 ) ' ' FR =', FR
write (1,' (lx,aEll.3/))' Kc ' KC

write (1,' (lx,a, Ix,a )') 'Spectrum data: file - isfid
write (l,'C(Ix, a, i7 ) ' ' Nlevs -', nlevs
write (l,' (lx,aEll.3 )'1 ' Bhrs -', bhrs
write (,'*(lx,a,Ell.3/)') ' Smax -', smax

write (l,'(/lx,a/)') OUTPUT DATA'

write (I,' (/lx,a)1) ' Hours A'
do ii - licount

write (l.'lx,fl4.3,fl5.6)') hiiii),ai(ii)
end do

close (1)

stop

E N D

subroutine TLU~x,y,n, xvalyval)

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
dimension x(50),y(50)

ifix(n].ge.xval) go to 10
I - n
go to 30

10 do 20 i - l,n
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if(x(i).ge.xval) go to 30
20 continue
30 if (i.eq.1) i - 2

yval - (y(i)-y(i-1))/(x(i)-x(i-1))-(xval-x(i-1))+y(i-1)

return
END

subroutine EFFKMIN(kminol.,kmaxol,fr,kmneff)
implicit none
real*8 kminolkmaxol, fr,kmneff,SRU,XR,XFR

SR - kminol/kmaxol
U - 0.55 + 0.33*SR + 0.12*SR*SR
XR - 1.0 - U*(1.- SR)
XFR - 1.0 - (0.756 - 0.912*FR + 0.156*FR*FR)*(l.- SR)

"c ...... U - dkeff/dk is an equation due to Schijve
"c while the equation for XFR has been obtained from McAir."c To tune the combination of these equations FR is divided by
"c a factor 1.12 in the main program since Schijve's equation is
"c valid for 2024 and 7075, having a FR of 1.12 approx.

kmneff - XR*XFRtkmaxol
if (kmneff .It. 0.) kmneff - 0.
if (kmneff .It. kminol) kmneff - kminol

return

END
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aaaaaaa rrrrr rrrrrrr 11212
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa rrrrr rrrrrrrrrrrr Iiiii

aaaaa aaaaa rrrrrrrrr rrrrrr 11111
aaaaa aaaaa rrrrrr rrrrr 1111

aaaaa aaaaa rrrrr iiii1
aaaaa aaaaa rrrrr 12.12
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aaaaa aaaaa rrrrr ii111
aaaaaaa aaaaa rrrrr 12ll1

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa rrrrrr 1i11i1
aaaaaaaa aaaaaa rrrrrrrr 111111i1

Enh'anced Crack Closure model ARLECC

ARL crack growth prngram for CCT specimens under VA loading.
Make sure that the da/dn-dK data are for stress ratio R - 0.

Maccel Bos, 11/4/91

Input SPECTRUM file: exampll.seq
Input MATERIAL file: dadn.dat

Input ALPHA: 0

AINITIAL: .02
W: .1

DLS: 60e6
AMP FACTOR: I

NBLKS: 500

Initializing temporary stress
spectrum file (this may take a whilel...

Start crack growth calculation...

hours a refk
100.00 .020908 .1728E+08
200.00 .021942 .1793E+08
300.00 .023141 .1872E+08
400.00 .024566 .1969E+08
500.00 .026326 .2097E+08
630.00 .028635 .2282E+08
'700.00 .032063 .2606E+08
800100 .041695 .4276E+08

.. specimen has failed

Vnter the nar of your PREDICTION file: predl
5al - P'roqrai iermnnated.

Tablc B. I Interacuive input of first example. User's input wrihten in italic.



ARL Crack Growth Model..

INPUT DATA

ALPHA - .000
Ain - .20000E-01

W - . io000E+00
DLS - .60000E+08
AMP - 1.000

Material data: file - dadn.dat
Tyld - .457E+09

FR - .803
Xc - .490E+08

Spectrum data: file - exampLl.seq
Nlevs - 5
Bhrs - .100E+03
Smax - .600E+08

OUTPUT DATA

Hours A
.000 .020000

100.000 .020908
200.000 .021942
300.000 .023141
400.000 .024566
500.000 .026326
600.000 .028635
700.000 .032063
800.000 .041695
800.007 .056124

Table B.2 Prediction file of First example, named pred].
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